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EDITORIAL : 

Of interest to no-one but ourselves 

IN OUR previous editorial we protested vehemently against the Common
wealth Literary Fund's reported decision not to allow Westerly an annual 

subsidy. That editorial was in fact premature, as no final decision had been 
made at that time, but its content was justified, as it turns out, in the light 
of a subsequent notice from the C.L.F. that the Board considered "the maga
zine is essentially an undergraduate student magazine" and that "since the 
Commonwealth Government is giving very considerable financial assistance 
to all Universities for general purposes separate Commonwealth assistance 
for a magazine which is part of the University students' activities would not 
be appropriate". 

We feel that we can now only point to our previous commentary and 
re-assert that Westerly tries to make a valuable contribution to Australian 
literature and criticism, at a level which justifies a subsidy in accordance v^dth 
the assistance given to other Australian literary periodicals. Certainly, what
ever money is paid by the Commonwealth to the universities "for general 
purposes", none of it finds its way to Westerly which is financed independently 
by Arts Union students of this university. Why this should disbar us from 
receiving a grant is not at all evident, when Meanjin, for example, which 
receives £1,000 a year from the Fund, has for a long time had a close associa
tion with Melbourne University. 

The decision does seem an unfortunate one for Westerly, which will have 
to continue to struggle on its narrow budget while we hope that those who 
help to finance it will continue to believe that it merits their support. Mean
while there is some hope that we will be able to get outside assistance for at 
least one issue next year, to be brought out at the time of the Commonwealth 
Games in Perth. 
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Thoughts on the Poetry of Brennan 

Alec King 

From two C.L.F. lectures given at the University of W.A. 

CHRISTOPHER BRENNAN was an extra
ordinary man. He became a legendary 
figure in Sydney, for his learning, his gift 

of talk, his obscure and miserable la:st years. 
The relation, however, between a man and 
the poetry he writes is never simple. He 
was born in 1870 and died in 1932; but the 
body of his worthwhile poetry came from a 
relatively brief period of: ten years or so, 
between the age of 23 when he Returned to 
Australia from a period of study in Germany, 
and 32 when he was settling down with a 
family and a job. Brennan, in fact, produced 
a relatively small quantity of poems which, 
in spite of their widely separated dates of 
publication and their formal arrangement 
into sections or books, move rather obsess
ively about a limited number of themes. 

It is this fact that made A. G. Stephens, 
who was Brennan's friend and encourager, 
feel that Brennan's poetry could be thought 
of as a kind of addendum to a life and an 
energy of mind of potentially much greater 
richness and variety than that revealed in the 
poetry. When one reads, in Stephens' sketch 
of Brennan, the kinds of projects and plans 
for essays, books, papers criticism, which sim
mered in Brennan's mind, one gets a kind 
of disappointment that his poetry seems, by 
comparison, so limited. 

If we accept Yeats' notion that we make 
poetry out of the quarrel with ourselves, we 
can sees what that quarrel was within 
Breiuian, and we can guess its origins in his 
own temperament and upbringing. He was 
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brought up in a strict household; he was 
trained as a child in Church ritual and ex
perienced its metaphysical beauty; he was 
a precocious scholar and, through an im
mensely wide reading, entered into an ex
tensive world of rornantic, natural, and imag
inative life; he was musical and loved paint
ing; be was amorous, and he delighted, in 
due course, in a human education through 
'cookery, wines, and good company'. 

The quarrel in his mind was deeply tradi
tional and of the kind, therefore, which could 
feed that universality that poetry needs—the 
quarrel of the natural man and his desires 
lodged within 'this preposterous pig of a 
world' and confronted with a metaphysical 
demand that seems not only strict but harsh. 
Brennan's poetry turns and returns about the 
thematic elements of this conflict, expressing 
itself in relatively stable images. The long
ing of the natural man for a life without 
strain, full and easy, is given its customary 
image of Eden. The knowledge of the laws 
of life is taken up in the image of God, the 
"hard God'. Man is imagined as committed 
to violence through disappointed hopes of 
Eden. The city is the image of the waste 
land, the home of shapeless debris and 
squalor. Nature is the constant reminder of 
a lost Eden, being perennially good and 
eflFortlessly beautiful. And, finally, there is 
the ambiguous Night, sometimes the image 
of loneliness and emptiness, sometimes of the 
womb of love and therefore Eden, sometimes 
of the longed-for and destructive archetypal 
energy. 

We might remember how old these themes 



and images are. They are, for instance, the 
material of Milton's Paradise Lost, though 
the 'city' is in Hell. But Milton relates them 
together within a huge impersonal structure 
of narrative and dramatic action. Brennan 
deals with them partly under the influence 
of what, one is sometimes forced to think, 
is the worst theory of poetry ever to occur 
to man's mind—the theory of symbolist self-
expression. The actual poetry of this age 
was dominated, however, by two kinds of 
symbolist practice. And we must, for Bren
nan's sake, get this clear. 

W. B. Yeats wrote in 1897: "The reaction 
against the rationalism of the 18th century 
has mingled with a reaction against the 
materialism of the 19th century and the sym
bolical movement which has come to perfec
tion in . . . Wagner, in . . . the Pre-Raphael-
ites, in . . . Mallarme and Maeterlinck, and 
has stirred the imagination of Ibsen and 
D'Annunzio and Brennan, is certainly the 
only movement that is saying new things." 
Yeats, of course, never mentioned Brennan; 
but he might have. Brennan was saying new 
things to an Australian public; and A. G. 
Stepnens' account of the bewildered and sar
castic response to these new things is affec
tionate and funny. Yeats' remarks give us 
a clue to understanding what the symbolist 
movement meant to his and Brennan's gene
ration. 

Bentham, in the full tide of 18th-century 
rationalism, could say: "Indeed between 
poetry and truth there is a natural opposi
tion, false morals, fictitious nature. The poet 
always stands in need of something false. . . 
His business consists in stimulating our 
passions and prejudices." T. S. Mill, a ration
alist cured of a nervous breakdowTi by the 
poetry of Wordsworth, could not allow this. 
Truth of intellect, truth of observation, might 
not be the province of poetry, but truth of 
feeling was. And in shaping this idea, J. S. 
Mill produced the first statement of the sym
bolist position: "Poetry embodies itself in 
symbols that are the nearest possible repre
sentation of the feehng in the exact shape 
in which it exists in the poet's mind"; and 
again: "Poetry is feehng confessing itself to 
itself in moments of solitude." 'This is an 
attractive belief for those who distrusted the 
rationalist temper of mind, and hated the 
materiahstic world and its squalid pre-occu-

pations. "As for living our servants will do 
that for us." 

The dilemma felt by the poet in practice 
under the influence of this theory can be 
understood best by remembering the famous 
passage of Walter Pater's Renaissance 
(which, says Edmund Wilson,"fixed the 
ideal of a whole generation"): "Every 
moment . . . some mood of passion or insight 
or intellectual excitement is urresistibly real 
and attractive to us— f̂or that moment only. 
A counted number of pulses only is given to 
us of a variegated, dramatic life. How may 
we see in them all that is seen in them by 
the finest senses?" This suggests that the 
mood of the poet when he is alone with his 
self is irresistibly attractive and exciting. The 
opposite is nearer the truth. As we are made 
aware of, in Brennan's poetry, the journey 
into the self is like Keats' journey: 

Forlorn ! the very word is like a bell 
To toll me back from thee to my sole self. 

Brennan's self is not only forlorn, it is con
stantly in a state which Shakespeare ex
presses so vividly: 

Like to a vagabond flag upon the stream 
Goes to and back, to rot itself with motion. 

The symbolist method, of course, of dis
covering a 'pulse of variegated and dramatic 
life' divorced from the world and the merely 
rational mind, was really an escape from the 
self expressing itself to itself in loneliness; it 
was a technique of recall. It was a method 
of summoning to the mind, through a more 
or less deliberate handling of certain kinds 
of symbol, and of words whose indicative 
functions were carefully submerged under 
their suggestive fimctions,—a summoning to 
the mind of as rich and variegated a content 
as possible, keeping if possible that 'pulse' 
which suggested day-dream and the mood of 
disobedience to the rhythms of active exist
ence in a materialistic world. 

It is in this context that we have to put 
the poetry of Brennan. The clue to reading 
Brennan, and to our enjoyment of him, and 
to our dissatisfaction with him, is, I suggest, 
the doubt he shows of how poetry could be 
written in his age. Like many symbolist, 
and near-symbolist, writers, but not the 
greatest, he often combines in curious confu
sion the symbolism of recall and the manner 
of self-expression. It is significant that one 
of the most perfectly managed symbolist 
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poems in our language is Tennyson's Now 
Sleeps the Crimson Petal, with its glide of 
passionless passion and its somnambulent 
luxury—qualities which are held so surely 
because no self-expressive fuss is allowed to 
disturb the pure artifice of its making. The 
poem is made wholly to induce a state of 
mind, untroubled by the vagaries of self-
expression. The beauty of many of Mall-
arme's poems, likewise, lies in their devotion 
to the making of a totally unworldly artifice, 
which thereupon becomes the self of the 
poet. There is no such 'irresistibly attractive' 
self waiting around to be expressed, before 
the poem has come into being. 

Brennan's poetry, from this point of view, 
is full of impurities, of unimportant attention 
to the goings-on of the mind, not those 
passionate acts of deliberation which we find 
in metaphysical poetry, but only and neces
sarily those slack movements, ruminations, 
turnings and counterturnings of the mind 
unengaged with what is outside it, things or 
ideas asking to be firmly held and known. 
His poetry wanders on, often, with a freight 
of symbolist words and a grammar of self-
expressive doubts, questions, mental inter
jections like 'Ah' and 'surely', and phrases of 
longing; so that one is reminded of a 
Matthew Arnold. It is this which prompted 
me to say that Brennan was partly under the 
influence of perhaps the worst poetic theory 
ever to be thought out. 

It suggests the reason for the failure of 
Brennan's Lilith, which is ostensibly freed 
from self-expressive poetry by being a myth-
poem, whose protagonists are Adam-Man and 
Lilith-Woman. But they do not enact their 
symbolic roles; instead, in long monologues, 
they ruminate as symbolist poets, becoming 
so sad, vague, and moody that they become 
mythically inane. 

Most readers of Brennan feel that the 
poems of The Wanderer are his greatest 
achievement. And it is partly because 
Brennan has found an objective narrative for 
the wanderer-poet that these poems sustain a 
greater unity than other groups. But The 
Wanderer is more consistent and successful 
for another and more important reason. The 
symbolism of recall through myth-images is 
largely abandoned for natural images, wind 
and^ storm, sea and hill, night and dawn. 

landscapes of wood and field, and the moods 
and feelings are expressed in a manner which 
is romantic enough but not strictly symbolist. 
But I must express a preference here. The 
journey of the wanderer simultaneously 
through an outer and inner landscape is 
successful enough; and the abandonment of 
the favourite short stanza form in favour of 
a looser form allows these poems in a sad 
monotone an appropriate unsinewed ease. 
But for me the set of poems is better only 
by doing something simpler, and by doing 
something which makes a more slack-fibred 
poetry appropriate. It is for me neither as 
interesting nor as potentially great as the 
earlier patterned verse. 

This patterned verse, I suggest, is interest
ing not in spite of but because of its un
certainty of mode. Brennan is more surpris
ing and unexpected than a true symbolist 
should be; he ducks in and out of the 
manner of symbolist-recall, sometimes rumin
ating in a moody verse or two, or again 
hating the dirty world with quite objective 
specifying disgust. In one poem we may 
find rumination, dream image, and natural 
description as elegant as Housman's. The 
following poem is an example; the first two 
verses are precise, beautiful, actual; the next 
two are ruminative and genuinely awkward; 
the last swims out into symbolist-image: 

Ere quite the westward shadow fade 
and the steep noon drink up the dew 
that lingers on in the brief shade 
and holds the enleaguer'd morning new, 

I will sit down and watch the shine 
steep all the halcyon height and steep 
the cup of air in yellow wine 
and earth in Sabbath, heaven-deep. 

'Tis ten days now since I could dare 
thus to rejoice in the calm sun 
because somewhere—I know not where— 
men fell, knowing injustice done. 

In sooth, I had flung my peace away, 
foolish, and changed for the dull woe 
that numbs and the rage that can but slay 
inwardly, that recurrent throe. 

This little mirth of day may keep 
the shining veil of azure drawn 
o'er the outer night, where many a deep 
shudders with the last horrible dawn. 

Again, in the following poem, the first verse 
puts us firmly in the real world, but, in its 
last line, begins to dissolve the real into 
nightmare, so that the 'oily water of the 
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wharves' at the end of the second verse is 
no longer Sydney but a symbolic Hell: 

The yellow gas is fired from street to street 
past rows of heartless homes and hearths unlit, 
dead churches, and the unending pavement beat 
by crowds—say, rather, haggard shades that flit 

round nightly haunts of their delusive dream, 
where'er our paradisal instinct starves:—i 
till on the utmost post, its sinuous gleam 
crawls in the oily water of the wharves; 

I can only suggest briefly the mixed manner 
of so much of Brennan's poetry, and suggest, 
at the same time, that this is in the end 
endearing. For the mode of a certain kind 

of symbolist writer is inherently spasmodic, 
being self-centred; moving now among in
ternal images, now turning outward to find 
the actual world going on sweetly without 
him, now handling this outward world as his 
own private and moody symbol-language, 
now conducting his own moody thoughts like 
the ill-tuned, ill-assorted orchestra they are. 
Through it all, in Brennan's case, comes a 
genuine anguish, longing, desire, love. His 
poetry is not meretricious; it is merely odd, 
like the mind itself. And as Walter Raleigh, 
the critic, once said: "If I can't have my 
poetry great, I like it odd." 

For 

ACADEMIC GOWNS, 
UNIFORMS, 
and, in fact i ^ L l j d j O X H l J ^ C r made 

satisfactorily to ^our ovrn requirements 
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The House 

Peter Cowan 

AS THE room darkened he took the press
ure lamp and primed it, the bluish-yellow 
flame rising about the mantle, paling as 

he began to pump the lamp, and the clear 
light grew in the room. 

He went to the stove, pushing together 
two of the pieces of wood, shifting the heavy 
black kettle to one side. He stood looking 
down at the dark surface, feeling the heat of 
the fire, then he moved away to sit in one of 
the deep cane chairs that held misshapen 
cushions he did not rearrange. Near the 
doorway two of the dogs lay as if asleep. 

He reached across for a magazine on the 
table, but did not open the pages, staring at 
the illustrated cover, then he put it on the 
floor, and sat looking at the darkness beyond 
the open door. 

In the room he could hear the steady hiss 
of the lamp. One of the dogs moved, and he 
saw the shape of another cross the pool of 
light over the verandah. He spoke quietly. 

The sound of the car was faint, then the 
note of the motor deepened, and he got up 
to take the lamp from the table. The dogs 
had gone into the darkness. From the ver
andah he could see the cone of the headlights 
along the track, broken by the trees, then the 
light swung, picking up the front of the 
house, cancelling the lamp in his hand, forc
ing him to look down and to one side until 
the car had crossed the yard to stop near him. 

The motor faded, and the headlights were 
dimmed, drawing back from the walls and 
the low-roofed verandah. The dogs stood 
near him by the car. The woman said: 

"I think I'm early, Harry." 
"Yes," he said. 
"It's a long way. I'm not really very 

early." 
She gathered her handbag, a few parcels 

from the seat, and opened the door. 
"Hullo boys," she said. The three dogs 

moved quietly near him. "They didn't bark 
at me." 

"I told them not to," he said, as if to cancel 

her pride. He leaned into the car to lift out 
her case. 

"You did not! They know me." 
She began to walk to the house, her 

shadow from the lamp grotesque upon the 
ground. In the room he set down the case 
and put the lamp on the table. She removed, 
in a gestmre of impatience, the small hat she 
had worn, placing it on the old dark side
board along the wall, lifting her hands to her 
hair that was dark, tinted auburn. 

"I'm stiff from driving," she said. "I didn't 
stop. I came right through. That made me 
early. But it was dark as I came through 
Dale Brook." 

He said: "You know where to get a drink." 
"And something tells me I need one." 
She found two glasses, and came over to

wards the stove where he was placing the 
big frying pan to the centre, moving the pots 
in from the edges. 

"Crumbed chops," she said. 
"Nothing elaborate. But they're all right." 
"I look forward to your cooking, Harry." 
He looked up at her, as if directly for the 

first time, and she smiled at him, he knew 
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she was helping him, waiting for his con
straint to pass. It no longer offended her, 
though her understanding might make him, 
perversely, brusque. She began to talk, idly, 
her words following him as if she were afraid 
of the silence of the wide room whose walls 
were not quite touched by the brilliance of 
the lamp. She spoke of shopping, of the 
city, of clothes, that she was putting on 
weight again, the words as if without content 
to him. 

The room was warm, she removed the 
coat of her light suit, the small ornaments 
pinned to the lapel catching the light as she 
placed it upon one of the chairs, and they 
sat at the table to the meal he had prepared. 

"You make me eat too much," she said. 
"But I don't seem to mind when I come here. 
It's as well it's not too often." 

Afterwards he poured drinks for them and 
they pulled their chairs back from the table, 
she talking now without restraint ,as if the 
distance between the circumstances of their 
lives enabled her to discard reserve. Into 
one of her silences, as he watched her fingers 
twisting at the rings upon her left hand, he 
said: 

"I've been thinking of selling the place 
lately." 

She looked at him without answering and 
he said: 

"You look as if no one would buy it." 
"I didn't mean that, Harry." 
"Well, normally you'd be right. It's a fine 

run-to-seed place. As I'm often told. But 
because of the lake, and the land that goes 
over to the sea, there's a syndicate wants to 
buy it for a bohday resort." 

"A holiday resort?" 
"Makes you laugh. But they'd cut it up 

into quarter acre blocks and sell them for 
beach cottages. Put in roads, a shop, all the 
usual stuff. Boats on the lake. It's happen
ing everywhere." 

"But—what about the house? Would 
they " She stopped as if she would have 
recalled the words. 

"I don't know. I don't know what they'd 
do with that." 

"What do you think about it? Do you 
want to sell it to them?" 

"I don't care. The price is low enough. 
But as a farming proposition the place is 
worthless. From their point of view they'd 
make big money." He laughed. "They think 

I'm a fool. Or a habitual drunk. I may be 
both. But at the moment they can have the 
place. I just don't care." 

She reached across the table, placing her 
hand over his which lay without movement 
as if he were unaware of the gesture. 

"It's time I came down to cheer you up, 
Harry." She yawned. "The drive has made 
me tired. Finish your drink. You can tell 
me about it in the morning." 

The long side verandah was in darkness, 
she walked carefully to the edge, stretching 
one hand to the post; long grass and old 
shrubs reached up about the broken ground-
high boards beneath her feet. Down towards 
the lake she could hear the cries of the swamp 
hens and a bittern, shrill, grotesque, like 
nothing she could have believed, and yet 
familiar so that she wondered at the sense 
she had of knowing this place which had 
been built: in a time she knew nothing of, 
by people who might have felt that the lake 
and the darkness held a threat more real 
than the cries of birds. She could not imag
ine how anyone could have come here then. 
Have built the low steep-roofed house that 
the trees now lifted above, for them no link 
with the known and with security like the 
small car he had parked for her in one of 
the sheds. The car could erase yesterday as 
it would bring tomorrow. Yet she knew it 
was not of that she was thinking, not of 
escape, which those in that other time could 
not have known, but of the uneasiness his 
words had given her, and she did not know 
why. She would have liked to talk to him 
of the house, but she could not, any more 
than he might have spoken to her of that 
part of her life which did not include him
self, each sheltering some part of themselves 
behind barriers they respected and of which 
they were perhaps afraid. She was tired, 
probably, and it might have been that she 
had simply not thought of him selling this 
place. It could be nothing to her. She knew 
that. She looked into the darkness, and she 
heard suddenly the call of swans dropping 
fast to the lake. It would have been only a 
part of the nameless sounds of the dark 
timber and the water, but he had told her, 
and she felt a sudden pleasure in her recogni
tion. She turned towards the light of the 
small room whose door was open to the 
verandah, wanting to tell him. 

In the morning, when he came back to the 
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house from the sheds, she was not inside, and 
he went round the back down the track 
through the paper-barks to the lake. She was 
standing by the wide break in the reeds, un
aware of him, looking out towards the line of 
ducks that moved just beyond a clump of 
dead trees. Her dress was a cream colour, 
with a few rich flowers patterned upon it, 
alien and strange against the dark rushes and 
the paper-barks. Her arm was lifted, he saw 
she had thrown bread out towards a low 
mud-flat where a coot bobbed uneasily along 
the farther side and a single black duck stood 
looking towards her. She was calling to it, 
coaxing, her voice clear and quiet, like a 
girl's, he thought, and from where he stood, 
watching her, the cream coloured dress with 
its flowers and the voice might have blended, 
were apt, and he wondered suddenly what 
she might have been in that youth which he 
had never known. As she saw him she said: 

"Look—there's Stumpy. He knows me. 
The others flew away." 

He had always wondered at her need to 
be associated in some personal way with 
these things so distant to her. He said: 

"Or he's too lazy to move. But they'll 
never be very tame. When they leave here 
they're shot at all the time." 

The duck had entered the water, revealing 
as it moved, the loss of one foot, legacy per
haps of some estuary where there were big 
fish, hungry, or of a trap. It swam closer, 
watching them, and she threw the bread. 
She laughed in pleasure as the bird retrieved 
it, and he was suddenly moved, so that he 
put his arm about her waist, and they stood 
watching. 

"I wish the swamp hens would come," she 
said. 

"Give them time. You're strange to them." 
"They should know me." 
He laughed. "You don't come often 

enough. And in that dress you've probably 
bluffed them." 

"Do you like it?" 
"Yes." 
"And you hardly ever notice! It must be 

a success. I'm glad." 
From out beyond the reed beds there 

came the sound like the" rustling of thin 
metal, shirred in the wind, and she said: 

"I heard that before. What is it?" 
"Grebes," he said. "Some nested here this 

year. One pair had five young. Reared 

them all. You might see them if you're 
patient. Meantime, I'm going to get break
fast." 

They walked back to the house; she sat in 
one of the cane chairs talking to him while 
he made the breakfast. Afterwards she said: 

"It'll be warm later on—shall we walk 
round the lake?" 

"Right round?" 
"Clever. You'd get a shock if I said yes." 
"You're right there. Not that I'm in much 

danger." 
"Will it be all right? You haven't any

thing else you've got to do?" 
"I don't work," he said. "Anyone will tell 

you." He got up. "They'll have to find 
someone else to talk about when I sell the 
place." 

For a moment it seemed she would reply, 
but he was staring out towards the bare yard 
where the grey sand was rutted by the wheel 
tracks. They went outside, and she walked 
behind him along the narrow track, talking 
to him; though he did not pay much atten
tion to the words, he was pleased that they 
were companionable, though themselves like 
a sound whose interpretation he need not 
encompass. Near a line of thick paper-barks 
that stretched out into the water she stopped, 
whispering suddenly to him to halt, and an 
egret lifted lazily away from them, white 
above the dark water. She stood watching it 
until it was gone behind the screen of trees. 
Her delight in the birds, the very lake itself 
it seemed, always puzzled him for he could 
not associate these things with her, with her 
words, with the very incongruity of her 
clothes in this place where they stood in the 
patch of sunlight between the waist-high 
reeds and the dark clump of paper-barks. 
AH of it could hardly be less like the cir
cumstances of her own life, about which he 
had no wish to think, leaving it as something 
he need not question, so that he. suppo.sed 
the very contrast attracted her, though it 
seemed to him that some more valid reason 
eluded him. 

In the evening, when he had completed 
the few tasks at the sheds, he saw as he came 
towards the house that she had placed the 
two chairs on the verandah, and she had a 
drink ready for him. She saw his irritation, 
and said: 

"It's nice out here." 
"Would be," he said. "But some bloody 
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tourist is likely to come down peering at the 
house." 

"Not at this hour, surely." 
"Well, you never know. But they'll come 

right into the yard, knock on the door, ask 
if they can see the place. I wouldn't go and 
knock on their front doors." 

"Well, the house is old, Harry. I'm not 
one for history and that kind of thing, but I 
suppose people are interested." 

"They tell me," he said, "it's funny, they 
tell me it was one of the first houses built 
down here. As if I hadn't been bom in it. 
How interesting it is, how they'd like to look 
at it. I tell them to go to buggary." 

She laughed. "You're a bit hard, Harry." 
"Why should I listen to them telling me 

what a shame it is the place is falling to bits, 
how it should be kept up—restored, one old 
faggot was careful to tell me. Why don't 
they leave me alone. What's it matter if the 
place falls into the ground." 

"Have your drink," she said. 
"I put the dogs on them now," he said. 
The distant slopes were covered with 

bracken that darkened, the dry grass showing 
lighter beside it, as the shadows moved up 
across the hill. Along the ridge black cocka
toos cried restlessly as if they could find no
where to shelter from the night. 

"So you will sell it," she said. 
He nodded. "Probably." 
She did not say anything, and he said; 

"Why not. It's got beyond me. Everyone 
will tell you I drink too much. And don't 
work it. I'm getting out. I'm getting rid 
of it." 

"What about the lake?" 
"They can play with their boats on it." 
"The birds?" 
"I'm not the keeper of all the sundry 

animals around the place. They'll take their 
chance. What else do we all do." He 
laughed suddenly, shrilly. "They'll tell you 
there's more foxes, rabbits, kangaroos and 
blood}' vermin on this place than anywhere 
else in the south-west. They fined me a 
while back for not poisoning. Well, when 
I'm gone they can clean it up." 

"Don't, Harry," she said. "I'm sorry. I 
didn't mean anj^bing like that." 

They sat for a time in silence, the light 
fading, she was holding the tumbler in her 
hand, looking out towards the high dunes 

that frmged the lake, and he watched her 
face that held too much make-up, that had a 
certain sharpness, a hardness, as if youth had 
been so ruthlessly removed from its features 
that it could never now be glimpsed; if he 
had wanted a coUoquiahsm for it he might 
have said, as once before he had come to 
know her he had almost done, that it was 
certainly beat up, yet he was glad now he 
had never said the words, for in her eyes 
something had not died. Now in the grow
ing darkness, there was only her middleaged 
body upon which she conducted occasional 
relentless onslaughts to reduce its stubborn 
flesh, the white sleeveless blouse and the 
dark skirt, her arm along the curve of the 
chair, her voice seeming now no longer de
nied, free of her body, of her clothes, of 
artifice. 

"It's just—I've come to like it here," she 
said, 

"If you were to come here," he said, "I 
wouldn't sell." 

She moved her hand quickly, and he saw 
the Hght glint upon the glass she held. 

"Oh, how coidd I. I couldn't stay." 
"But you say you like it." 
"That doesn't mean I could stay." 
Late the next morning she heard the dogs 

barking, and he went out into the yard. She 
had washed out some of her things and hung 
them on an old cord line between the ver
andah posts, some of his clothes that she had 
washed for him were on a line beneath the 
trees. She thought to remove her own 
clothes from the line, before they were seen, 
but the car had pulled up outside, and if she 
went on to the verandah they might see her. 
He did not at once quieten the dogs, so she 
knew the callers were not people he wished 
to see. It was not long before the car left, 
turning in the yard to climb the sandy track, 
and he came back inside. 

"The agent," he said. "He'd brought down 
some of the men from Perth that are inter
ested in the land. I told them to look at it." 
He picked up her cigarettes from the table. 
"You'd never guess," he said in a savage 
mimicry of polite enquiry, "one of them said 
'your house looks very interesting'. If it 
wasn't for the dogs you'd never keep them 
out of it." 

"What will vou do," she said, "with the 
dogs, anyhow?' 

"I don't know," he said. "I don't know." 
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She laughed suddenly. "Do you think 
they saw my undies on the line?" 

"What's it matter. Could be why he 
thought the house looked interesting." 

"Harry," she said, "you'll have to come up 
and live with me. I've a lovely flat. Really. 
And we could find somewhere for the dogs." 

"There's a name for that," he said. 
For a moment her eyes held surprise, like 

physical hurt. 
"I've never taken anyone there," she said. 

"It—it's my own place " 
"I didn't mean that," he said. "But you 

can see—they talk about me enough here, at 
least this is my place, if it is some useless 
historic landmark, I can let it fall to bits if 
I like. But what you're suggesting—you 
know what it'd be." 

"Well, I have to live. It's my business. I 
decided a long time ago what I'd do. I'm 
not ashamed—-with me it's not just anyone— 
it's never been that " 

"May,'';he said. He did not often use her 
name. She had never known why. "I've 
never said anything about your own affairs. 
I'm not now." 

"If it did start that way, it's not been like 
that with us." 

"No," he said. "It hasn't. Let's leave it. 
You won't come here. I can't go up there." 

"I can't come here. You won't come up 
there, you mean." 

"All right," he said. They began to laugh. 
"That's as far as we ever get." 

Late in the afternoon, after they had made 
a cup of tea, a n d h e was going out to milk 
the few cows he had not replaced by dry 
stock, she went across to the radio, and see
ing her standing before the set he thought 
how always about this time, the second day 
usually, she would go to the radio, and then 
she would have it going all the time they 
were inside. But after a moment she said: 

"There's something wrong with the set, 
Harry. Can you try it?" 

He went towards it and then he said: 
"Sorry. The batteries are out. I forgot to 

get some more. I knew I had to get some
thing else when I was in town. I could go 
m 

"And I'd be here by myself. No, I don't 
think I'd like that." 

"I could leave the dogs." 

"I'm not used to it, Harry. No. We'll do 
without." 

In the night she lay watching the lighter 
shape of the doorway, and the cleft where 
the stars showed above the dark outline of 
the dunes that no longer held distance. Her 
cigarette glowed faintly in the darkness of 
the room. After a time she said: 

"Listen to the swamp hens. I wonder why 
they make noises like that." 

He laughed quietly. "I don't know, really." 
She jabbed him sharply with her elbow 

and he caught her arm. She let him take 
her cigarette. 

"What's funny about that?" 
"Nothing," he said. "I'll have to ask them." 
She began to laugh with him, the joke 

risen from nowhere, and they shared the 
cigarette unhurriedly. He said suddenly: 

"May^—you should come down here." 
"Oh," she said, "it might seem all right, 

but I've my own life. It's not very wonder
ful sometimes, I suppose. But I'd never fit 
down here. You know that. You won't 
come up to the city. Harry, really, the flat 
is lovely—no one would know us " 

"We'd have to go away," he said. "People 
would know us." 

"You mean they'd know me." 
"Some. The city's a small place." 
"And you couldn't stand that." 
"Perhaps it wouldn't matter. But they'd 

say I was Uving on you. You know what 
people are like. I'm sick of them talking 
about me down here. That I don't work the 
place. That I go on the grog. That the 
house is rotting " 

She stabbed out the cigarette in the ash
tray that she felt for on the small table be
side the bed. 

"If you sell the place, you don't want to 
tell me what you're going to do?" 

"I don't know. I don't have to sell it." 
"If you do?" 
"I'll go away, perhaps. What can I do?" 
"What can you do? You'd have money— 

you'd be free—you could do anything." 
"Twenty-five years ago, perhaps." 
She said slowly: "Yes, it's funny, isn't it. 

Perhaps we should have known each other 
then." 

"Yes." His fingers traced gently the soft
ness of her arm beside him in the darkness. 

"Well," he said. "What would I do?" 
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"You could go for a trip, I suppose. One 
day I'm going to do that." 

"Where?" 
"Where do you want to go?" 
"How would I know. Round the world. 

Yes," he said. "As far as I could." 
"Well—so there you are." -^ - ' 
"We'll both go." He laughed. "We'll go 

first class. Round the world. We'll go to 
London. France. To Rome " 

"I knew an Italian once." She giggled. 
"I want to go to South America. Monte

video. I don't know why. I read about it 
in a magazine once." 

"You're not serious?" 
"If you'll come." 
"I would, Harry." 
"We'll just travel till the money's gone. 

Anywhere." 
They talked, the names of places going 

into the darkness to glow about them as their 
fancies became preposterous, and they elab
orated places they had never seen. The 
pattern of the stars above the low rise of 
the dunes changed, the top of the spread 
of timber lightening, until, when she spoke 
to him, he did not answer, and she lay be
side him, feeling the slow movement of sleep. 

In the morning, when he had gone to 
light the fire, she lay looking at the trees 
along the rise, and their words of the night 
seemed without reality, as if denied by the 
scrub-covered dunes and the timber, the pad
docks that sloped down towards the lake that 
she could not see. 

She expected he might not mention what 
they had talked of the night before, as if he 
too must have felt that the day denied their 
make-believe of the darkness, but he took 
up their conversation as if they had left it 
only while he was out of the room. Through 
the day they referred to it as new ideas came 
to them, building around the places they had 
never known experiences they would fit to 
them. 

That evening they sat over their drinks 
till late, talking, joking, creating for them
selves a world that was coloured like the 
glossy photographs of travel magazines, em
bellished with the words of copy writers, but 
as they drank and redrew the pictures others 
had formed for them it was a world that did 
not seem difficult to enter. When they got 
up at last and he closed the doors of the 

stove, picking up the lamp from the side
board, he said suddenly: 

"It will be strange—not to be here—in this 
place." 

"Yes. They'll never believe me when I 
start telling of all the places we've been to." 

"There's one thing—where will we go 
when we come back?" 

"Oh—who cares," she said. 
During the daytime she did not like him 

to be away, if he was outside she would stay 
in the house for a time, then follow him 
about as he worked around the sheds, or in 
the dairy. He did not have much to do, but 
he found himself inventing tasks, and he 
knew that always after a few days be did the 
same, and she would follow him, talking, not 
needing his response, words for her like some 
necessity. When he listened to them, they 
seemed familiar, like part of a pattern that 
inevitably developed between them. They 
had not said as much of the trip after the 
evening when they had talked of it till so 
late, as if somehow now they were surprised 
how far they had committed themselves in 
the face of strangeness. In the afternoon he 
made an excuse to go out to inspect one of 
the far fences. It was as though, suddenly, 
he would escape her words, but he felt guilty 
at leaving her almost as soon as he had 
started, and he did not know why he had 
made the excuse. He turned back, so that 
he was away only a short time. She had 
gone down to the lake to watch the birds, 
but she was waiting on the verandah for him 
as he came back. 

"I wish we had the radio," she said. 
"I'll get the batteries in at Dale Brook, if 

you like," he said. "I wouldn't have been 
long going in." 

"I don't like it here by myself. Not as 
long as that. No, never mind." 

After tea they spoke idly of the birds she 
had seen at the lake, and of the trip, but the 
places were somehow more remote, the 
words as if used between them, deprived of 
vitality. He yawned, and she said: 

'IAn early night wouldn't hurt either of 
us." 

He looked at her noncommittally and they 
both laughed. 

"AH right," she said. "That wasn't what 
I meant, either." 

They had breakfast late in the mornings, 
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she complained always she should not eat 
breakfast, but the substantial meal he pre
pared she never refused. As they sat at the 
table she asked him if the clouds that had 
begun to move in from the sea meant rain. 

"Might be a light shower," he agreed. 
"Nothing much." 

"Do you remember that week in the winter 
when it rained every day?" 

He nodded. "It does that down here, I'm 
afraid." 

"Still, we had the fire. And the radio. It 
was nice really." She got up to pour herself 
another cup of coffee. She said: "I may 
have to leave on Friday." 

"Friday? I thought you were going up 
Sunday?" 

"I've a few things I should do." She was 
looking at the clouds that had moved up 
above the dunes. "I hope it doesn't rain." 

"It won't, much." Before, she had never 
left early. He said tentatively: "You—always 
go up on Sunday." 

"I've got things to do." She was stirring 
the coffee, looking at the spoon that pat
terned the dark liquid. "We've our big trip 
ahead of us later," she said, as if it were in 
some sense explanation for the sudden des
truction of habit. 

"Yes," he said. 
"Anyhow, why would you mind if I go 

early." 
"What do you mean by that?" 
"Oh—oh nothing, Harry. Nothing." 
"That makes it quite clear." 
"I've got some things to do in town. That's 

all." 
He looked at her across the table, her own 

gaze averted, her fingers toying restlessly 
with the spoon, the cup before her, and it 
was as if her going were some issue between 
them risen from that which neither under
stood, their words evasion. He was uncer
tain, would have sought some defence, as if 
he was in some way culpable, but she had 
given him no cause. 

«Mav " he said. 
"We've never quarrelled," she said unex

pectedly. "Let's just leave it at that. I think 
I'll go then." 

"There's nothing really " 
"No. And you'll write to me about how 

you get on with the place." 
The clouds brought a hght grey rain in the 

late afternoon and evening, closing in the 
lake end and the timbered slopes, and in the 
night she heard the water dripping onto the 
verandah from one of the rusted sheets of 
the low roof. On Friday morning he thought 
she might change her mind, but she talked at 
length of the things she had to do before the 
weekend, the Httle time she would have on 
Saturday morning, and he listened, agreeing, 
for he could think now of no way by which 
he might have salvaged their routine. While 
she packed her things he Wrote out the 
cheque and put it in an envelope in her 
handbag, as he always did, so that it was 
never referred to. He was in the yard top
ping up the oil and radiator of her car when 
he saw the green sedan of the estate agent 
coming down the track to the gate. 

She came into the kitchen as she heard 
him enter the house. She said: 

"Who was that? I might have been out 
there in the car. Just as well I wasn't ready." 

"The agent." 
"Is there something wrong?" 

. "I don't know." He went towards the 
table, and stood tapping on the dark boards 
with his fingers. 

"You were a long time." 
"Not very long." 
"What is it, Harry?" 
"They've run into difficulties. Access roads. 

Some bother with the Town Planning." 
"What does that mean?" 
"Oh—trouble—expense—^for them." 
"Then—aren't they going to buy the 

place?" 
"They would. But they want to offer a 

lower price." 
"Do you think that's fair?" 
"Not altogether. Or perhaps it is." 
"What are you trying to say, Harry." 
"I told them it was off." 
As she did not say anything he said: "I 

told them I wouldn't sell." 
She had dressed in the suit she had worn 

to drive down, her face made up too heavily, 
the life that was still in her rather fine clear 
skin erased, and the texture as if coarsened. 
He looked away from her and he saw the 
envelope on the sideboard.. 

"What's this?" he said. "I thought " 
She said awkwardly: "I didn't think you'd 

see it until I was gone. I put a note in it. 
I—vou needn't read it now. Give it to me." 

"What did you mean?" 
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"Just that—well, it was different this time 
—you selling the place. I wouldn't have seen 
it again." 

"Us going away.' 
"Perhaps not so much that." 
"Our trip round the world. We're not go

ing now." 
;;NO." 
"Do you mind?" 
She looked at the clock on the mantle 

shelf. She stepped across and lifted the 
kettle onto the centre of the stove. 

"We'll have a cup of tea. It's too late 
to be leaving now." 

"You would be a bit late getting up there." 
"Yes. I'll go up on Sunday, early." 
"It's better travelling early." 
"I can go through Dale Brook before 

there's anyone about, the same as usual." 
"Not that that much matters," he said. He 

stepped across to her and put his arm about 
her shoulders, holding her in a sudden, awk

ward gesture. "Come to that, why don't we 
go in to town, get the radio batteries, and 
have a little celebration. You're all dressed 
—it won't take me a minute to get ready." 

She began to laugh. He said: "Why is it 
funny?" 

"It's not really—just that it's—different to 
our other trip." 

He began to laugh with her. "Well—I 
suppose it is, a bit. Are you coming?" 

"You don't mind?" 
"You could be my married sister." 
"I could be. Except you haven't got one. 

And everyone down here knows so much 
they'll certainly know that." 

"They know so much," he said, "it would 
be a pity if there wasn't something they 
didn't know. Wait for me a minute and 
we'll be on the way." 

She put the envelope he had handed her 
back in her bag, he heard the sharp click of 
its clasp as he went out of the room. 
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Social Class in the New Suburb 

Some facts and figiu-es in an examination of Suburbia. 

A. F. Davies 

HOW STRONG are class feelings in Aus
tralia's new suburbs? And just what is 
involved, these days, in claims to be 

'working' or 'middle' class? Is the new 'lower 
middle class classlessness' rampant here, too? 
Or are the vestiges of the old proletarian 
culture of the inner suburbs somehow in 
the new clay streets smuggled past the float-
door garage, the barbeque pit, TV? In the 
total absence (puzzling, scandalous—as you 
will) of any straightforward study of social 
stratification in this country, even the glanc
ing light thrown on these matters by a Mel
bourne survey* last year may be of interest. 
Though its focus was the impact of a current 
by-election and voters' attitudes to the par
ties, subjects were quizzed at length about 
their background, and in free, often copious, 
talk revealed a good deal about how they 
saw their place in society. 

Most of them still saw their politics in a 
class frame. That is they either volunteered 
a definite class label for themselves (notably 
in answer to a question, 'If you had to say 
which group or section of the community you 
belonged to, what would you say?'), or they 
brought the concept in to explain their choice 
of party, or both. We found 37 per cent, 
identifying in these ways with the 'working 
class', 44 per cent, with the 'middle class', 
2 per cent, with other class positions, and 
9 per cent, who were anti-class—or anti-
being classed. (A final 8 per cent, chose to 
link up with special groups like 'young 
marrieds', 'religious', or 'pensioners', and 
tended to be almost completely a-political.) 

The 'Evasives'—as we privately nick
named the 9 per cent, apparently resisting 
the realities of stratification—were a miscel
laneous lot. The suspicion that their hesita
tions rested on shaky or guilty status claims 
was not fully borne out. They were as often 
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as not clerks or salesmen. Some were, it 
seemed, simply too snugly embedded in their 
surroundings either to discriminate or to feel 
themselves tagged, 

"Don't know. Never thought of it, really. 
Just the normal section." 

•'I can't think of anything to say to that 
at all. We're all much of a muchness 
around here." 

(These tended to be the very young, or 
housewives.) Others—the lost and isolated 
—reached out wanly to 'the community as a 
whole'; or mumbled, "Don't belong to any
thing" (migrants, invalids). Others—often 
'old' residents—clutched at a precarious, 
'lone-wolf individuality, which company 
might extinguish ('Independent', 'Free think
er', 'Individualist'). Others, again, had 
scruples against classing—at least in public, 

"I wouldn't say . . . I wouldn't disclose 
it. The same as the neighbours. I'm 
no better than the next bloke." (Tex
tile worker's wife.) 

"I thought it was all one group here." 
(Professional engineer's wife.). 

"No class. I dislike the English idea of 
class. All members of the community 
should be equal." (Salesman.) 

A final batch—nearly all frequent church 
attenders—gave the answer, "Just an ordin
ary person", with a certain steely humility. 
The 'Evasives' as a whole were politically 
rather colourless, and lightly involved. 

Four-fifths of the sample, nevertheless, 
called in the help of some notion of class 
however vague to fix their position in society 
for the interviewer. And, as we shall see, 
those who claimed to be 'working class' or 
'middle class' usually had a good deal in 
common with others making the same claim. 
* I am grateful to my colleague, Creighton Bums, for allow
ing me to use in revised form data we worked up together 
from interviews with a random sample of 26-5 Ringwood 
adults, to develop this aspect beyond the immediate needs 
of Peonle and Parties;—A Study of the Latrobe By-election, 
1960 (M.U.P., 1961), in which a full description of methods 
and locality is given. 
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For some, politics simply was class: their 
own class allegiance as clear and uncompli
cated a matter as family membership; politi
cal friend and foe adequately defined in raw 
class terms. 

"I'm an out and out Labor man. . . . 
Working class. I haven't got a swelled 
head. I'm a worker and I don't care 
who knows it. . . . Labor's definitely 
the only party for the working man. 
Always was and always will be." 
(Welder.). 

"1 always feel Labor is against people who 
are better off." (Liberal-voting house
wife. ) 

Many others linked themselves only grudg
ingly or hesitantly with a class, ("A working 
class group with a higher plane of thought", 
"Toppling into the middle class", "Hard 
working class", "Middle class—near enough 
from the economic point of view", "Middle 
working class", "Lower middle class—we'd 
like to be middle class, but we can't make 
it financially", "More or less a peasant". One 
couple even fell out over it. 

Husband (salesman): "Medium class." 

Wife: "The workers." 
Husband: "I wouldn't have a clue." 

Sometimes, of course, people's use of class 
terms ignored politics altogether, 

"Pretty much 'the man in the street'. I 
haven't developed any inflated ideas 
because we've got on a bit." (Builder's 
wife..) 

"I certainly don't have any social life, so 
I suppose I'd be a worker." (Spinster 
shop assistant.) 

"Heavens above. I wouldn't confine my
self to any group. I mix in a fairly 
wide circle from labourers to profes
sional people. . . . Middle class." (Art 
teacher.) 

The great majority of respondents, how
ever, simply said 'middle class' or 'working 
class' straight out, and went on to disclose 
the appropriate party allegiance. Let us see 
how these two great camps were made up. 

As the diagram shows unskilled workers 
are as little tempted to call themselves 
'middle class' as professional people are to be 
thought 'working class'. The occupational 
levels in between, however, are somewhat 
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torn—^rnanual workers with some skill going 
two-thirds to 'the workers', and one-third to 
'middle class'; and small business and white 
collar people reversing the proportions. 

The two 'classes' are perfectly matched for 
age and sex, jand for associational activism 
and political competence (an arbitrary score 
on a reading of the whole interview by two 
judges). By including a question on length 
of residence in Ringwood, we had hoped to 
be able to establish or at least test a trend 
to steady 'embourgeoisement' with outer 
suburban migration. Though we found many 
more 'middle' than 'working class' people 
among those who had been in Ringwood 
for less than five years, 'workers' still pre
dominated in the five years-and-over group; 
which suggests in this district at least a 
pattern of selective migration (with fluctuat
ing land values) rather than any sustained 
rendering down process. 

The most striking differences turned out 
to be in education, religion, and house-type. 
The table below shows how decisively 
schooling influences class identification. 

Level of Education and 'Class' 
'Working 'Middle Australia, 1961 

Class' % Class' % (A.C.E.R. survey) 
Primary only 46 19 48 
Some secondary 27 23 48 
Intermediate 13 26 31 
Intermediate plus 14 32 21 

100 100 100 
Our Ringwood sample's look of backward
ness is partly illusory; a revolution having 
taken place in 'staying on' since most of them 
left school. As late as 1952, for example, 
only 27 per cent, of school-leavers had Inter
mediate or better. 

Denominational affiliation was also rele
vant. 

Religion and 'Class' 
'Working class' 'Middle Class' 

Minor Protestant 5 10 
No religion 43 24 
R C . 15 8 
Methodist 8 7 
C. of E. 22 38 
Presbyterian 7 13 

100 100 
And answers on regularity of church attend
ance also showed marked 'class' variation: 
'working class' respondents—irrespective of 
denomination—tending to be much more 
nominal adherents (63 per cent. cf. 40 per 
cent, of 'middle class'); though the small 

category of 'strong' adherents divided evenly 
between the 'classes'. 

Most fascinating of all was the close cor
respondence between interviewers' assess
ments of the type of house respondents lived 
in and their own 'class' identification. "Class 
5" houses accommodated some 78 per cent, 
of 'working class' people and 48 per cent, of 
the 'middle class'; "Class 4" houses 14 per 
per cent, and 43 per cent, respectively. In
terviewers (professionals employed by a 
market research firm) had been trained to 
use a set of 'house-types' based on the outside 
appearance of dwellings—Class 5 was 
roughly defined as "a good working class 
house, the average type, representing some 
60 per cent, of Melbourne homes": Class 4 
was a distinct cut above that. Our findings 
may be put another way: of the third of the 
sample living in 'superior' (by local stan
dards) housing, only one in five sticks to the 
'working class'. It is fairly evident that 'style 
of life' considerations played an important 
part in people's class identification. 

The match between 'class' and party vote, 
however, was—as is usual in election polls 
—close enough to suggest that they may be 
largely alternative measures of the same 
thing (general social stance). 

'Class and Party Vote 

'Working class' 
'Middle class' 

ALP 
63 
32 

DLP 
6 
6 

Lib. 
15 
66 

'Don't know'. 
other 

13 
15 

And it was clear from answers to a 'main 
reason for vote' question that there were 
quite distinct rhetorical styles in 'working' 
and 'middle class' politics: more than one 
'worker' in three being disposed to justify his 
Labor support in class terms, compared to 
one 'middle class' person in ten. Support for 
the Liberal party was usually rationalised in 
terms of policies, leadership, or satisfaction 
with general government performance. To 
some extent these 'class rhetoric' differences 
merely rode on the deeper division between 
those alert and responsive to the current sur
face of politics, and those embedded in tra
ditional and habitual moulds. 

Comparing Liberal-voting 'workers' with 
the 'working class' group in general, they 
tended to be exceptionally skilled, much 
more concerned vdth religion, and decidedly 
less politically competent, and interested. 
The move to Ringwood had snapped a Labor 
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link in a third of these cases; few had a re
cord of consistent Liberal voting. A group 
of wives who'd 'married down' and preferred 
their father's to their husband's politics stood 
out (and a couple of recently converted hus
bands, who'd been unable to carry 'loyal' 
wives with them).. But in pretty meagre 
talk, the main thing that emerged was their 
satisfaction with their lot, and gratitude. 

"I go along with the crowd who's doing 
a good job." (Army sergeant.) 

"The Liberals'U do more." (Boiler maker.) 
"Things are pretty good now. A change 

of government wouldn't help." (Prin
ter.) 

"The Liberals do the best job. I used to 
be Labor when they were good." 
(Lithographer.) 

"The working man was never better off 
than he is now." (Butcher's wife.) 

"Better off under the Liberals." (Carpen
ter. ) 

"They are fair to any part of the country." 
(Clerk's wife.) 

'Middle class' Labor voters (twice as large 
a group), on the other hand, tended to be 
decidedly more politically alert and com
petent than the 'class' average. They were 
also more strongly unionised not only than 
other 'middle class' people, but than workers' 
as a whole, too. But the most striking thing 
about them was their cheerful class dualism: 
'middle class' in consumption style and social 
status, they cling to a political 'working class' 
loyalty, often with some spirit. This is how 
they justify their Labor vote. 

"My social standing and beliefs. I'm a 
working man." (Security officer.) 

"I think workers would get a better hear
ing and more understanding under a 
Labor government." (Fitter's wife.). 

"I've always been a Labor man and I think 
they're the proper and best party to 
vote for." (Railway linesman.) 

"I'm a working man and that is the party 
that stands for the working man. Any 

working man who votes other than 
A.L.P. is a fool. My people have al

ways been A.L.P. They've always 
drummed it into me." (Bookbinder.) 

The theme of family loyalty is strong, es
pecially in wives, and young men. 

"My parents always voted that way." 
(Assistant civil engineer's wife.) 

"Family habit." (Primary teacher.) 

"My family have always been working 
class." (Projectionist.) 

"My parents did. Labor is one for the 
underdog." (Insurance clerk.) 

"Grew up in that way of thinking." 
(Draftsman's wife.) 

'An inherited prejudice against Liberal or 
U.A.P. or capitalists or whatever thev 
call them." (Clerk's wife.) 

About a third of the group, however, en
tirely lack this tone. They were by-election 
'swingers', who'd been shaken out of their 
normal Liberal allegiance by accumulated 
grievances ('time for a change', inflation, 
trade policy, pensions. South Africa, defence 
expenditure . . .) and saw a chance 'to give 
Bob a jolt'. They tended to be older people 
well up the white collar heirarchy. 

The final 'class' group were the handful 
who obstinately refused to ally themselves 
either with the 'working' or the 'middle class'. 
A couple were foremen who plumped firmly 
for "between the middle and working class'; 
the others "professional" people who felt 
somewhat detached from both groups, either 
regretting their lack of clear political repres
entation, or fantasising suitable alliances 
(e.g. "small business and professional people 
and workers" (Scientist). 

There will be no need to stress how thinly 
our survey drew on class attitudes—little be
yond preliminary identification was establish
ed. We were left pretty much in the dark 
about how people pour their full personal 
richness of feeling into the common moulds. 
One general conclusion about the relation of 
class to politics, however, may be empha
sised. Our sample found politics very boring 
—82 per cent, of them thought a change of 
government would make no, or only a slight 
difference to the way the country is run; only 
one in twenty were taking a "considerable" 
interest in the election; two-thirds (on an ar
bitrary assessment by two judges) earned 
minimum scores for political affect in their 
interviews. Though 'working class' respond
ents showed perceptibly more feeling than 
'middle class' people about political matters 
—their feelings were usually negative, indig
nant, frustrated or bitter—, they were seldom 
matched by active political attention, or com
mitment. Class lines still held surprisingly in 
outer suburban politics, but the heart in 
them was fast draining away. 
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My Glorious Country 

Merv. Lillev 

THE COUNTRY was high in Eungella, and 
the air was always cool. The vine-scrubs 
were thick where the mill timbers came 

from. The mists hung heavily and were ac
tually a light rain, almost every morning of 
the year, because the scrubs of Eungella 
were in the clouds at the top of the mountain 
road that wound up for three miles into the 
timber country. 

That was Eungella and it seemed Hke 
paradise to me when I first gazed on it, with 
an axe in my hand, and hope in my young 
heart that was brimming with love for I knew 
not what, but a large part of it was reserved 
for a young nurse who lived a long way from 
Eungella. A long way for one so yearningly 
in love, and weeks between visits to the fair 
city of Finch Hatton. 

The glory and beauty of Eungella! The 
ferns laden through the tops of all the trees 
as we felled them, Bert and I on the crosscut. 
Bert who held communion with God in his 
spare time, and waited for a sign, when he 
would go forth and lead the people. It 
would be quite easy to believe in heaven, 
surrounded by the heavens as we lay in our 
almost silent camp at nights, and gazed at 
the bright clear stars. The little mountain 
stream played a constant melody and sup
plied us with a gloriously cold billy of water 
whenever we wished, to drink or boil. The 
bandicoots came to clean the camp, and 
grunted and fought just outside the firelight. 
Bert talked a great deal in the first days of 
our partnership, for he wanted me to feel at 
home in the country that had provided him 
with sanctuary and food for thought, peace 
from a turbulent world. 

But my heart was with Joanne as the shell 
and loneliness of the world pressed in on me, 
and I wished I could respond to Bert, but a 
young and aching heart knows no rest 
whether love he fulfilled or no. The cold 
blue sky pressed dov̂ m through the tops of 
the watergums that sighed and moaned the 
nights away. The hillferns gave rustling 
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echo, and gave up the venomous scrub tick 
to creep on us at night, bury their bodies in 
our flesh with sudden fiery burn, and trans
mit their paralysing poison. 'The leeches 
attached themselves to us at work, and made 
themselves known when our boots filled with 
blood. The days were glorious with swift 
screaming parrots, the multitudes of white 
pigeons as they flocked into the tops of the 
tallest trees. I drew on a pipe that burned 
me too much and seemed to taste the sweeter 
for it; I bunched my muscles and chopped 
with joy into Eungella gum, and then I could 
forget the eyes of the nurse on me as I 
played the master over centuries of nature. 
The softwood giants crashed with wicked 
wrath and all in their path died a hard and 
lingering death. 

Bert seemed to feel something of the same 
emotions that wracked me, a kind of silent 
sharing of the same bread . He only said 
sometimes, "These young girls think I'm old. 
But I'm younger than the young men, be
cause God is looking after me. If only one 
of them would come here to live with me 
. . . but they think I'm old. . . ." Ah, the 
wide sharing of this common bread, the need 
of it all, the nourishment in the thought of it. 

Bert's great unseen God resolved into love 
of some girl; but no girl would see that he 
was forever young and give him her love. 

My earthly love was for Joanne and all 
this beauty, and they seemed indivisible; and 
yet, and yet . . . she would not share this 
beauty, but only my love for her. 

Bert and I went down to the city lights 
one time, sat in the plush seats of the new 
cafe where so many gathered, because it was 
new and the girls were beautiful, and it 
opened with a wide front onto the main 
street. I watched Bert as he talked avarici
ously to a swarth)' young girl while she 
waited on us. She listened with a slight 
smile, and said nothing, but went on serving. 

"There is a bond between her and me," 
he told me. "She has a sflent regard for me. 
There is a deep sympathy between us." 

I thought sadly that her regard and sym
pathy would always be silent for him, that 
she did not believe in his supernatural pow
ers, for she had a wide field of mortal youth 
to choose from. 

That night I gained respite from solitude 
as I wandered on the banks of the Pioneer 

River with my nurse. Would she come to 
Eungella with me? No. She would not 
come, she would not go to the country. But 
she had been over there with a swain and 
thought it very beautiful. Yet she would 
not go with me. Then my heart in Eungella 
began to die, because one love was not suffi
cient, and to be not loved kills the heart of 
love. Yet I must return with Bert to the 
timber, where the scrub turkeys ran before 
us in the mornings as we went to work. 

"Ah, these girls," said Bert, "they are very 
foolish. They do not know." 4*. 

And then I met with someone who wanted 
to go to Eungella, and so I took her to look 
at this haven of beauty. 

On a late afternoon we reached the big 
bend where Broken River sweeps through 
the scrub, across the road, to vanish in the 
darkness of the foliage. We had supper by 
a mountain pool and swam in the cold deep 
water, and she threw her bathing costume 
across a leaning limb that swept down to the 
river, and she was most fair. She said she 
did not wish to provoke me. We lay side 
by side that night and I was not provoked, 
as she told me how the timbers stretching to 
meet each other across the river reminded 
her of her dead husband reaching to her over 
the years. 

I told her they reminded me of my reach
ing for Joanne who would not be reached, 
and she said contemptuously, "Poor little 
mixed up virgin. I feel sorry for her. I'll 
stay with you in your timber camp, and cook 
for you, and love you." 

I said we must return to the city, because 
my love was more than a material thing to 
share with anyone. She dressed then, and 
we went in her anger, and I felt as she 
wished, that I was not a strong man who 
could take an able-bodied woman. 

Bert and I went back to the timber and 
went on logging thoughtfully, and said little. 
He was small and nuggety, and had been a 
great axeman in his time, and I was big and 
rough. His cuts went in with flawless neat
ness, but mine were gouged with many a 
scar, for I did not have the polish of years 
of axework in big timber. But my strength 
told and my cuts were finished before Bert's, 
who said then that his was a much larger 
cut, and that I would one day be almost as 
good an axeman as he. 
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He was the scrub boss and gave me ad
vice. I was beginning to know the dangers 
of falling trees, and I knew that some of 
Bert's habits would one day be dangerous 
to him. When possible he would stand on 
a limb instead of putting a springboard in, 
and once I said, "That limb looks dangerous, 
Bert." 

"God protects me," he said. "That's why 
those girls are so foolish. I'll never grow 
older than I am now, and nothing will ever 
happen to me." 

But it did. Bert won the Golden Casket 
with another chap who stayed at the same 
boarding house at Dalrymple Heights, so he 
gave me his crosscut saw and left the timber, 
in the flush of success, and a not-so-young 
lady saw the immortality of Bert and married 
him. I didn't see him for a long time, and, 
when I did, he asked to come back to the 
timber with me. 

But his God seemed to have deserted him. 

He stood on a Hmb to fall a tree, high up. 
The limb broke, Bert fell and broke his leg, 
and I carried him out of the scrub. He'd 
been just a little bit too careless, he said, 
he should have used a springboard. 

He went to work on the railway lines after 
his leg healed, and he lived in the house of 
Eungella gum he had bought his wife with 
the money from the Golden Casket. He 
would always want to go back to Eungella, 
but Bert had lost his country when he lost 
his God. 

The only time I saw Joanne was once at 
the top of the range, with a young station 
owner who lived at the head of Broken 
River. I learned that she had married him 
and they looked as people can look who have 
an assured future with them. 

But I was still in the ancient tent, pitched 
on crown land, in my glorious country, chop
ping timber and mateless . . . because I 
would not compromise with Love. 

Prepare now to be popular at your next 
party or ball. 

Learn ballroom dancing at the . . . 
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Sandy Blight: Comments on the 

Press in W.A. 

WHEN MY wife and I first arrived in Perth 
one of her principal complaints was that 
the newspapers were disappointing by 

comparison with the newspapers we had 
grown accustomed to in New Zealand. At 
the time I was full of uncritical enthusiasm 
for Western Australia and all its ways, and 
though I deprecated the lack of choice be
tween a morning and an equally good even
ing paper—a choice offered by all the New-
Zealand cities and several of the larger pro
vincial centres—I was perfectly prepared to 
regard "The West Australian" as an emin
ently satisfactory newspaper. Perhaps I was 
a little dazzled by the carry-over of the repu
tation which the paper had enjoyed in its 
palmier days, and also too much inclined to 
rationalize the apparent paucity of news as 
merely a paucity of familiar news. After all, 
local news is almost always barely compre
hensible to the newcomer, and, to him, 
hardly falls into the category of news at all. 
But after over three-and-a-half years as a 
subscriber to "The West Australian" and a 
purchaser of the "Daily News", and two op
portunities to sample again both metropolitan 
and provincial New Zealand papers, I come, 
perhaps reluctantly, to the conclusion that, 
measured by the standards of journalism with 
which I grew up, "The West Australian" is 
by no means as good as I first thought it was. 
It is not up to the standard of the leading 
New Zealand metropolitan newspapers, and 
can be matched by several of the New Zea
land provincial newspapers. Its evening sub
sidiary, the "Daily News", hardly merits the 
name of a newspaper at all; its chief function 
appears to be to exhibit the inanity of journ
alists, pseudonymous and otherwise, and the 
strange habits of certain sections of the local 
community such as the oddly-named genus 
of "models", the devotees of that curious 
variant of basketball known as "Australian 
rules", and the anxious snobs of the social 
columns. The "Weekend Mail" is now no 
more; and the "Sunday Times", which from 

the very novelty of a Sunday newspaper at 
first held a peculiar charm for me, now ap
pears to be little more than a vehicle for 
comic strips. Professor Murdoch, pubHc-
relations handouts, sporting news, and the 
inevitable nauseating nonsense of the gossip 
columns. 

My choice of New Zealand newspapers as 
a basis of comparison may seem hopelessly 
parochial. It is, indeed, dictated in part by 
the fact that they are the papers with which 
I am most familiar. But there is a sounder 
basis for comparison than this. The metro
politan newspapers of New Zealand serve 
areas and communities which, though smaller 
in population and area, are not otherwise so 
much unlike Western Australia as to invalid
ate comparisons. It would, of course, be 
pointless to compare "The West Australian" 
with the "New York Times", or "The Times", 
or the "Guardian", or the "Times of India". 
And in comparison wdth other Australian 
newspapers "The West Australian" does not 
come off too badly; in fact, the criticisms I 
have to make of the local newspapers could, 
with Httle modffication, be applied to all of 
the examples of Australian journalism with 
\vhich I am familiar. 

What faults, then, do I find with our 
morning paper? The principal one is that 
as the major disseminator of printed news 
throughout a metropolitan area of 400,000 
and a State of 700,000 its news coverage, 
especially of overseas news, is quite inade-
auate. One has only to take an issue of 
"The West Australian" and compare its daily 
ration of overseas news with that of an issue 
of the same date of the "New York Times" 
or "The Times" to see how much has been 
left out. And, though one cannot see the 
cable material as it comes in, one suspects 
that at times the meat of quite important 
news stories is pared to the bone before 
they are printed. 

It may be said in defence of the paper 
that since "The West Australian" does not 
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purport to give the service of "The Times" or 
the "New York Times"—whose proud boast 
is "All the news that is fit to print"—com
parisons are odious. It is true enough that 
"The West Australian" is a smaller paper and 
cannot print the same amount of news. But 
my secondary, ancillary, complaint is that 
for a metropolitan daily newspaper "The 
West Australian" is far too small, and it is 
its miserly size which dictates the ruthless 
selection and sub-editing of which I believe 
I am not the only person to complain. 

Let me make one comparison. The "Even
ing Post" of Wellington, New Zealand, serves 
an area and a population smaller than that 
served by "The West Australian". Its format 
accommodates 10 columns to the page, of 
approximately 210 lines each—a page size 
of 2100 column-lines. The format of "The 
West Australian"—admittedly handier in size 
and more readily legible—allows on some 
pages 6 and on others 7 columns of approx
imately 110 lines to the page—a page size 
at the most of 770 column lines. Three or
dinary pages of "The West Australian" there
fore equal slightly more than one of the 
"Evening Post". On Saturday, 23rd Septem
ber, "The West Australian", costing 4d., con
tained 60 pages, of which 30 were occupied 
exclusively by weekend advertising, leaving 
30 for larger advertisements and reading 
matter—a potential (excluding all advertise
ments) of about 22,100 lines. The "Evening 
Post" for the same date, costing the equiva
lent price in New Zealand (3d.), contained 
32 pages, of which 13 were occupied by 
weekend advertising, leaving 19 pages for 
reading matter. This, again excluding ad
vertisements, showed a potential of 39,900 
lines—approximately If times the amount of 
space for the presentation of news. Is there 
any wonder that my wiie has all along felt 
obscurely that she was being cheated of 
something by the local newspaper? 

I fully realise that in making this com
plaint I may in effect be blaming the news
paper for something, if not outside its con
trol, at least powerfully influencing its policy 
from outside. A newspaper is, after all, a 
business enterprise, dependent upon public 
support. It may be that the people of West
ern Australia do not want, indeed would not 
tolerate, a larger and more verbose daily 
paper—even if the virtual monopoly of West 
Australian Newspapers enabled the editorial 

policy-makers to ram it down their throats. 
It may be that there is insufficient revenue 
to be expected from full page and double-
page spreads advertising the latest in ladies' 
foundation garments, not to mention the in
finitely more detailed and more fascinating 
advertisements of the large department stores 
and the tempting displays of the motor-car 
manufacturers, to justify a larger newspaper. 
It may be that tbe brevity of the news stories 
and the editorials—a brevity abandoned in 
the case of the former only when the pro
ceedings of a Royal Commission or an im
portant criminal or civil trial are to be re
ported—is accurately conditioned to the 
attention-span of the average reader. If this 
last be the case nothing but praise is due 
to the journalistic experts who determined 
this fact; the blame—if blame there must be 
—is to be laid at the door of the Education 
Department. But I cannot forget that a re
cent article in "Time" magazine, on the 
troubles of the American Press, disclosed 
that the "New York Times" "operates on the 
principle that its readers want to be edified, 
not just amused, and that the job of serving 
them cannot he overdone". I would humbly 
suggest that a little more of this spirit around 
the halls of West Avistralian Newspapers 
would be no bad thing. 

For even if the space for news is limited, 
and a selection must be made from the 
material pouring in, surely a better selection 
is possible? Fortunately "The West Aus
tralian" is relatively free of the more idiotic 
variety of so-called "news'' which is the pro
vince of its evening associate, though from 
time to time one finds odd items, such as 
the story of the Japanese motorcyclist who 
crashed into a motorbus because his atten
tion was distracted by an attractive police
woman on a scooter, which appear neither 
edifying nor instructive. But when space is 
at a premium, surelv information about such 
things as Prince Michael of Kent's broken 
toe, or the Mississippi negro who murdered 
six before being shot down by a posse, or 
the diversion of the "Oriana" to pick up a 
member of a tanker's crew suffering from 
appendicitis, could well be dispensed with 
in the interest of graver and more important 
items. Again, photography is an invaluable 
aid to the presentation of a news story; but 
few will be either edified or amused by a pic
ture of two not especially glamorous young 
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ladies in football jerseys putting up decora
tions, or of the Kalgoorlie baby who swallow
ed a coin, or of the man who habitually plays 
the trumpet on the beach. (Incidentally, it 
is difficult to see why we must be told the 
ages and addresses of the young ladies and 
of the trumpeter's audience; this curious in
sistence on printing ages and addresses in 
the captions to Press photographs is one of 
the annoying habits of local journalism.) The 
space occupied by these and similar photo
graphs could be put to far better use. 

If "The West Australian" is inclined at 
times to descend to the trivial and the un
important, the chief mission of the "Daily 
News" seems to be to purvey "news" of this 
type. By and large its pages represent irre
sponsible news selection at its worst. Yet its 
feature articles are harmless enough, and 
here and there, dotted among the nonsense,., 
one comes upon useful bits of reporting, and 
stories which show a recognition of the re
sponsibility which a newspaper bears to
wards the public. A good recent example, 
turning the morbid human interest in the 
suffering of others (an interest to which jour^ 
nalists pander far too readily) to good social 
purpose, was its series on the toll of the road 
and its cost in human suffering. The occa
sional meritorious pieces of journalism in this 
paper, however, are far outweighed by the 
puzzling and infuriating insistence on "per
sonal" stories and "personal" news, which 
reaches its nadir in the archly-written column 
of trivial personal gossip (with all personal 
names in capital letters, presumably to make 
quite sure that they are not missed) churned 
out by the individual calling himself "Simon 
Page", the apparently inevitable photographs 
of bathing beauties of models, often in such 
ridiculous attitudes that one wonders how 
young women can make such asses of them
selves, even for the sake of publicity, and the 
dreadful drivel, reaching its zenith in the 
columns of the Saturday evening variant, the 
"Weekend News", that goes under the gene
ral name of "social news", "news" which 
serves merely to display the bad taste alike 
of those who compile it and those who assent 
to or solicit the inclusion of their names 
therein. 

The standard defence of the journaUst 
accused of irresponsibility in purveying trivi
ality and sensationalism is that after all he 

is only giving the public what it wants. This, 
however, raises the two most disturbing 
questions of all in the mind of the observer 
of the journalistic scene. First, how far is 
the journahst justified in pandering to the 
popular taste for the sensational and the 
trivial? Does he not do a disservice to the 
community by taking the easy way out in 
news-gathering and news-selection? Second, 
how accurate is the journalist's assessment 
of popular taste? Does it express any more 
than a cynical contempt for the mass of his 
fellow men or an equally cynical justification 
of his choice of what must be the easiest 
path for a journalist to take? I find it very 
hard to believe that the average Western 
Australian man or woman, granting him or 
her a keen interest in all forms of sport and 
a natural if deplorable human interest in the 
doings, and especially the misfortunes, of his 
or her fellow-human beings, is so petty 
minded as to find satisfaction or interest in 
the items of trivial personal and social gossip 
which to a greater or lesser extent deface the 
columns alike of our daily newspapers and 
of the "Sunday Times". And while it is 
obvious enough that the cult of "the name 
in the paper" still pervades the thinking of 
our local journalists—witness the surprising 
predilection for by-lines, which reached its 
ultimate expression some little time ago 
when a journalist who thought UP a some
what humorous caption for a staff photog
rapher's picture was solemnly given credit 
for it—it breathes a parochialism and a snob
bery ill-suited to the needs of a vigorous and 
developinq metropolitan community of 
nearly 400,000 and a State of almost three-
quarters-of-a-million. Is it too much to ask 
of those who guide the policies of our news
papers that in the future they pay rather 
less attention to pleasing what they imagine 
to be the popular taste, and instead try 
rather harder to measure UP to the respon
sibilities imposed upon the Press by the very 
power and influence which it so often claims 
to wield, and the absolute privilege of access 
to "news" which it never fails to assert? 

E. K. BRAYBROOKE 

E. K. RRAYBROOKF, is a lecturer in the Facul ty of Law 
the University of W.A. 
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REVIEW COLUMNS 

A reader unfamiliar with the garbling 
abilities of Western Australian compositors 
and sub-editors might justifiably assume that 
art-critics of "'The West Australian" and the 
"Sunday Times" knew nothing about Enghsh 
and less about Art. 

TOM GIBBONS 

THE PRESS AND THE LOCAL WRITER 

THE AUSTRALIAN press is notorious for 
its stinginess towards the creative MTiter. 
It's absorbing interest hes in the "ad men" 

who make it so profitable. 
But compared to the Western Austrahan 

press the Saturday editions of "The Sydney 
Morning Herald", "The Age" or the "Adel
aide Advertiser" read hke the "Times Liter
ary Supplement". 

To divide off the newspapers of one state 
from the rest of the nation's newspapers 
smacks of insularity, but the dull parochial
ism of the W.A. press, the strange "foreign" 
flavour of its reportage, make it necessary to 
treat state newspapers as the voice of some 
weird frontiersland. 

In our favour it has often been proudly 
said that isolationalism is our virtue, has been 
responsible for a vital "help yourself" com
munity . . . a kind of cultural mecca on the 
wrong side of the NuUabor . . . witness the 
"Festival of Perth". But every capital city in 
Australia has its "Moombahs", its "Waratah 
Festivals" and most have about as much to 
do with the Australian creative writer as the 
celebrated Melbourne "Moombah" that 
banned an Australian Book Fair because it 
was classed as "commercial". 

The Fellowship of Australian Writers 
(W.A. section) has been called, by visiting 
celebrities, the most active fellowship in Aus
traha, but who, outside of its membership 
and their followers has ever heard of it ? 

Insularity can breed an indigenous cul
ture but alas! our insularity has bred a kind 
of occupational blindness, closed circles of 
little "culture groups", a fanatical pleasure in 
the cultural status quo which must seem 
startling to "Eastern-staters" from the great 
wide world of Australia outside. 

The city has grown upwards and outwards 
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but the minds of its people have not growm 
with it. 

In the thirties and forties Perth was no
thing more than an overgrown country town 
with a wide-open, rustic, healthy quality 
about it that had its own attraction. Like 
all big country towns it had a lusty kind 
of local press with a big "Life and Letters" 
section, lively with contributed articles. 

"The Western Mail", edited by Malcolm 
Uren, had a zestful country quality all its 
own, publishing articles, short stories, anec
dotes, even poetry, by free lance contribu
tors. 

But with a new veneer of sophistication 
all this is gone. There is no room for the 
freelance, the short story writer and cer
tainly no room for the poet. A true sophis
tication would have seen a development of 
serious literary criticism on the level of 
Sidney Baker and Kylie Tennant in the 
"Sydney Morning Herald" and Alan Nichols 
of "The Age" in Melbourne. But in Western 
Australia the book reviews (if any) are usu
ally written by reporters with no special 
training and no special rate for a higbh' 
specialized job. 

There is one honourable exception . . . 
Gavin Casey, famous Australian short story 
writer and novelist shares a page in the 
"Weekend News" with notes on religious 
subjects. This half page allows him enough 
space to review one book, reasonably ade
quately, and a column of "fillers" has to do 
for the rest. At the time of writing I see 
he was relegated to less than a half page, 
his bedfellows being, oh! unkindest cut of all, 
the TV news. 

The press lords maintain that the public 
is not interested in short stories or literary 
articles. The "Weekend News" has still not 
recovered from the shock of its public 
opinion poll, when Casey's column topped 
the list as most popular feature. 

The Labor Party fortnightly "The Western 
Sun" is developing a literary and critical 
section that makes other W.A. newspapers 
look like illiterates. 

"The Western Mail" is dead and in its 
place "The Countryman" publishes a very 
occasional, and very short, story. It serial
ises such sure things as Mary Durack's "Kings 
in Grass Castles". 

The Fellowship of Australian Writers has 
made many hopeful press pilgrimages to try 

to convince the local newspapers of the value 
of the contributed article and the short story. 
A deputation from the Fellowship last year 
resulted in the "Weekend News Short Story 
Competition" with handsome prizes and a 
panel of judges. 

The agreement was that all stories of pub-
lishable standard would be printed as regu
lar features in the "Weekend News". There 
were about 600 entries, the judges discovered 
100 publishable stories, an astounding result 
for one small Austrahan state. 

"The Weekend News" dutifully published 
the first prize winner. Although the compe
tition closed last February, to date no other 
story in the competition has appeared in the 
"Weekend News". In answer to enquiries 
about the other 99 stories the Editor replied 
that only the second and third prize stories 
would be published, in due course. 

More months elapsed and I enquired as to 
the fate of my second prize winner. Could 
I have the MS for publication in the "East
ern States" if the "Weekend News" didn't 
intend to publish? But no, the "Weekend 
News" had not 'given up hope' of publishing 
the prizewinners. My story had been set in 
type for six weeks. When space permitted 
they hoped it would appear. That is many, 
many weeks ago now and still that misbe
gotten story languishes in the dungeons of 
Newspaper House . . . somehow the fact that 
it is "set in type" seems to make it even more 
pathetic. The moral seems to be "Put not 
your trust in newspaper magnates". But 
whether that story is printed or not the fact 
remains that the whole point of the compe
tition . . . to publicise short stories and PRO
VIDE A REGULAR LOCAL MARKET 
FOR THEM, has been circumvented. 

Are Perth newspapers much worse than 
those in the rest of Australia? They are 
worse in the amount of space and the level 
of thought they give to any serious discus
sion of creative writing. Little actual creat
ive work appears in any Australian news
paper . . . an occasional poem in the "Herald", 
an occasional contributed article. 

The Perth newspaper had its chance . . . 
it could have developed the "Life and 
Letters" section into a well informed, lively, 
and sophisticated contribution to Austrahan 
critical opinion. It could have developed the 
"Western^ Mail" into a unique, personalized 
kind of "people's paper" with room for the 
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short story, the poem, the article, the anec
dote, the yarn. 

Perth grew but its papers remain, brash, 
insular, unimaginative, stodgy as an all-day 
sucker, seemingly unaware of any cultural 
yearning that exists in the community to 
which they have long ceased to serve any
thing but patent breakfast foods, plus a com
mercial. 

DOROTHY HEWETT 

"THE CRITIC" 

IT IS now some nine months since the edi
tors of The Critic fired their introductory 
broadside. It was greeted, as No. 2 

proudly logged, with a salvo of plaudits; and 
though plaudits were soon mingled with 
roundshot. The Critic has contrived to re
main afloat—a tribute to its busy and de
termined crew, and to its filling, in the 
opinion of a bare sufficiency of solvent sup
porters, a long-felt want in this little old 
cultural backwater of the Golden West. 

As the first Editorial proclaimed—not 
without a touch of the fine bravado that 
self-consciousness on such occasions excites 
—there was certainly room for something 
like The Critic. Nothing existed that en
abled an appraising finger to be kept on 
the artistic pulse of the community from 
week to week. Westerly appears too in
frequently. The West Australian, the daily 
newspaper, is a typical provincial produc
tion that has only a minimal interest in the 
arts and allots them only a minimal cover
age; its critics, one should add, doubtless do 
their best but in the circumstances it can 
only be a jejune best. So The Critic, op
timistic and intrepid, stepped into the 
vacuum, grinding no axe save the disinter
ested chopper that every truth-speaking 
critic must sometimes wield; and was re
warded with a grateful response from that 
minority with any genuine interest in music, 
drama, painting, the arts in general. 

There has also been, thank goodness, a 
variety of critics—though the variety has not 
been spread evenly over all fields of critical 
activity. One of the difficulties of an enter
prise such as The Critic is to find enough 
competent critics with the time and inclina
tion. There needs to be, no doubt, a hard 
core or cadre of regular, reliable, and right-
minded enthusiasts to maintain continuity, 
but such a cadre should not be devastatingly 

conspicuous or it will run the risk of being 
sullenly regarded as the Establishment, the 
Old Gang. In one or two departments the 
danger has not been entirely avoided, though 
that may have been—or seemed—inevitable. 

Still, variousness of interests and critical 
responses has been perhaps the predominant 
impression produced by a re-reading of the 
first dozen Critics; and that is something to 
applaud. That this variousness has been 
attended by a variousness of critical quality 
is also evident, but not surprisingly or alarm
ingly evident. In general a satisfactory level 
of competence has been reached—if one may 
put it so without seeming to damn with faint 
praise. 

For The Critic deserves fairly strong 
praise: its continued existence is a praise
worthy achievement, and it will go on—one 
hopes—from strength to strength. Would 
one of these further strengths be to devote 
more space to book-reviews—not Australian 
books only but any books deemed worth a 
mention? And would it possibly be a gain 
to reduce the number of articles per issue? 

L. BURROWS 
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The Outer Suburbs 

Nel mezzo del cammin di nostra vita 
mi ritrovai per una selva oscura 
che la diritta via era smarrita. 

Dante. (Inferno. Canto 1.1) 

For S. T. 

From the near city the candour of admonit
ory bells 

Relays the direct promise which did not 
for Dante, led 

Through purgatorial fires after the lowest 
Dells, 

Exclude the reminiscings of those interest
ing dead. 

The eternally damned. Here too those ghosts 
remain 

Insisting that, content—the cat comfort
able, the dog fed— 

In my garden to cut back the flower, I would 
not complain. 

Detached for a time from the fuss and or
dinary round 

Beside red-brick fences in the hoUow Sun
day sunlight 

Where the tutoring songs cannot with excess 
of sound 

Cajole the senses, and no dazzle of bright 
Imagery can fix the mind—perplexed by false 

divisions 
Of spirit with the body's comfortable 

night— 
Upon forward glimpsed, or gratuitous child

hood visions. 

When from the thump of Winter, dull in 
mourning grey 

The earth complains; each leaf oppressed 
with moisture's weight. 

These vibrant bushes now stretching their 
green spray 

With vegetable fingers to the sun, so easily 
relate 

The sap to the stolid root; the root to the 
trembling leaf; 

At the road's edge, prophetic images, they 
wait 

With eloquence for dead reasoning and dry 
heart's belief. 

The pavement to a late churchgoer's footstep 
returns 

A momentary rhythm; a distant hawk, 
poised where 

On easy wing its plumage with the sun's 
light burns. 

Hardly disturbs, does not trouble the in
different air. 

Here, small householders with meticulous 
precision keep 

The rose from the hungry weed; with in
dolent stare 

The cat regards and yawns, the dog growls 
in its sleep. 

Image and truth-in-image, with violence 
diverge. 

When sinew and blood and reason strain 
To unnatural divorce. Mindless fantasies 

emerge 
As innocent wantoning nymphs which 

woods contain. 
Depart the dry thunderings, in remote 

heavens bom. 
Whole bloodless exhortations cannot 

explain 
The rose; its rooted splendour and its thorn. 
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Four Poems 
1 

The Whale's wake is so jewelled 
Drifting in the gold mingling 
Air and water of the eternal Sun. 
Only in the bubble of the Ship 
Time spins among the tilted faces 
The saddened eyes and the hair, 
A dark-falling night falls, 
In suffocating silence weeping. 
O where is the faith or charm 
To ward off the desolation after 
The promise of the Whale's passing? 
Ask after the grey of empty faces 
And the hands groping in the wind. 
Follow die word that is indistinct. 
But never ever follow the Whale. 

II 
Love and a certain discipHne sublime 
Mime the dancer's accent of poise 
And clumsy seeming make the world 
Bow to the simpler elements of time: 
But limitations then are flowers 
And clouds all manner of horses. 

STUDENTS' 

III 
Now in my ever turning head 
And into my streaming eye 
Comes a vision of water wed 
To the lost dark burning I 
Have scattered in rain to flame 
Tongues of fire to flower 
Wreathing my rose-love's name 
Above the force and power 
Of death till the foot trips 
Caught in tomorrow's pride 
And to your ear my lips 
Murmur the measure of time's bride. 

IV 
O God, how fast the clouds vdll move 
On these the endless pall-bright days. 
Stiffened in hosannas of wind 
And sea made mad by all that song. 
He gambols sadly on the dunes 
With one forsaken needle eye 
Down and probing death in pieces 
Under the tired and sweaty rocks. 
Among the bile and shelly litter 
From out the belly of the sea: 
The other eye of course is fixed 
Blue and fast on immortality. 

CALVIN RADFORD 
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The Writmgs of Katharme Susannah 
Prichard—A Critical Evaluation 

Richard Sadieir 

A FALSE evaluation of an Australian writer 
can be either the cause or the effect of a 
false understanding of ourselves. So the 

general over-estimation of the writings of 
Katharine Susannah Prichard seems to reflect 
a rather large lack of self-awareness among 
local literary critics—for it appears entirely 
sincere. Whenever one of our critics is so 
favourably pre-disposed anything can be
come a matter for congratulation; and when 
Katharine Prichard is praised because her 
stated attitudes are also those of her ad
mirer, it clearly becomes a matter of self-
congratulation. Anyway the result is often 
a curious derangement of literary values, as 
when Muir Holburn makes this comparison 
with D. H. Lawrence: 

D. H. Lawrence is a writer who is often 
thought of as particularly successful in reveal
ing the man-nature relationship, but in Law
rence the intercourse is nearly always one-sided. 
Man's defiance usually ends in squirming defeat 
and death; unless . . . h e yields up his essen
tially hiunan qualities and subsides into a curi
ously passiye state of accord with Nature. 
Katherine Prichard's chief characters will not 
acknowledge defeat even in the midst of deso
lation. . . . 

Reasons for her loyal, though sectional, 
following are not hard to discover. She has 
always been a lively and daring figure for 
the relatively dun-coloured Australian scene. 
She was one of the most prominent of the 
Australian social-revolutionaries and Nation
alist writers of the 1930's, placing each of her 
novels in a definite local setting, for the most 
part among people intimately bound to each 
other and to t3ie country by the nature of 
their work—timber-cutters in the South-
West forests, gold-miners, opal-miners, a 
pearl-fishing community, a cattle-station in 
the Kimberleys. Although she was bom, 
and has married into, securely middle-class 
families, Katharine Prichard became a suc
cessful journahst and is a much-travelled 
woman, and in her writing she espouses a 

number of radical causes. She expresses a 
passionate conviction in the natural goodness 
of the elemental life, seen by her as largely 
amoral and amorous, and (strongly in
fluenced by D. H. Lawrence) celebrates 
rhapsodically the "life-urges", mainly com
prising the need for uninhibited sexual fulfil
ment. Her natural sympathies lead her to 
support marxist socialism, in the belief that 
by banishing the material causes of insecurity 
the underprivileged will be left free to pur
sue creative self-development. These two 
themes, the humanitarian and the political, 
are both present, often incongruously, in 
most of her books. 

If we measure the nature of her convic
tions by their expression in tbe created world 
of her novels and short stories, it is clear that 
she is a romantic idealist, a non-conforming 
rebel, who frequently confuses her own 
identity with that of the people she is osten
sibly writing about, the energy behind her 
writing coming largely from personal emo
tional impulses which she has never really 
tracked to their true source and which leave 
her incapable of final objective criticism and 
evaluation. Extended to her own work, this 
explains the many contradictions, over-sim
plifications, even sentimentalizations which 
exist at all levels in her representation of 
life, and the unusual unevenness of her out
put, not only from one book to the next, but 
within the most generally successful of her 
novels. 

Her technique is lyrical, subjective, des
criptive rather than dramatic. The feelings 
of the autJioress as well as of her characters 
often reach p:reat intensity. There is little 
in the way of character-drawing in the con
ventional sense: it is easier to accept the 
figures in her books as personae of her 
private world, sustained by her romantic 
imagination in a setting which, when one 
considers the terms in which she recreates 
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it, is often very exotic. Here is a piece of 
natural description from "Working Bullocks": 

Raindrops slipped from the shining pointed 
leaves of the tiees into rainwater lying on the 
track. Showers had fallen again during the 
night. The shallow streams, ribands of water, 
shining silverly as they wound off through the 
bush where hovea, the dark purple of violets, 
was beginning to show, and the scrub-wattle 
thrust wet and tousled shafts of palest yellow. 
Everywhere long tails of the fly-catcher were 
glistening, gossamery green and gold. 

And here the human figure is successfulb' 
introduced: 

He went back to the leaders. Standing out 
before the bullocks, his voice rang harsh and 
threatening. The dancing snake of his whip 
cut the hides of the crouching beasts. . . . 
Through the clash of voices, the lash and crack
ing of his whip, he shouted hoarsely: 

"Come up Kusty! 
Rusty! Rover! 
Robber! Sport!' 

The swampers danced and yelled, hats off, 
. waving their arms and whacking the beasts with 

spades and branches. Laughing, gasping, in 
a spume of dust and bark, the bullocks lurched 

, and staggered forward. The log moved, BilK 
- Wilhams roused his bullocks to hold it in place. 

The swampers yelled, waving their arms for 
Red to halt his team as the log was getting 
too much pace on. Red swung his team over. 

Negotiating, slowly, steadily, no more than 
a foot at a time, the great log was drawn 
across the hillside and got into position so 
that the whim could be steered over it. 

But unfortunately such passages are by 
far the best parts of the book and they are 
mainly repetitious, never being developed 
into an organically whole view of life. Her 
theme of growth and fulfilment through 
nature is ultimately nothing but a glorifica
tion of the romantic aspects of lust and de
sire: "When he took a mate . . . she would 
spring to his passion, cry with desire as he 
held her." While, for all her interest in the 
lives and occupations of the working-people, 
she has a quite individual, not to say eccen
tric, notion of their lives as "thinking, feeling 
beings". Few Australians familiar with rural 
life could identify Red Burke or Deb Col-
bum, whose motives-are interpreted in terms 
of bare sex-impul_ses.~ . As a member of a 
large family in an agricultural district. Deb 
would naturally be expected to conform with 
quite a complicated set of norms, restrictions 
and taboos. It is no wonder, then, that she 
has never dealt successfuly in a novel or 
short-story with the even more intricate 
urban environment. Her characters do not 
belong in a realistic setting; they are simpli

fied, defined through one or two super-
eminent traits; her heroines are exceptional 
figures, idealisations, and tend to recur from 
one novel to the next in their various situa
tions, with the same set of essential character
istics (and very little else of interest); exalted 
in their loyalty, strength of character, and 
sexual attractiveness: "There was something 
about this Colburn girl, something untamed. 
She was woman stuff, virgin, primitive." 
Even Sally Cough, the central figure in her 
most tendentiously political novel, is made 
to blossom unexpectedly in a love-affair in 
middle-age. 

As one would expect, then, she rarely 
achieves—is perhaps not interested in—the 
depth and wealth of psychological truth-
telling which is at the bottom of so much of 
Lawrence's writing, and which forms the 
reliable basis for his mysticism. In Coonar-
doo, the insight which Katharine Prichard 
seems to show in suggesting the relationship 
between Hugh Watt and his mother—the 
weak, idle father, the dominating, capable 
mother and the son sexually defective—is 
actually derived from Lawrence's portrait of 
the same situation in "Sons and Lovers", a 
novel by which she was deeply affected; 
and Katherine Prichard is much more in
terested in interpreting Hugh's fate mystic
ally in terms of "the life-flow", so that one 
!s not sure exactly how much she herself 
understands of the relationship she has des
cribed. 

Moreover, she has no great insight into 
the workings of the conscious mind, either. 
Introspection is always rather flat, and for 
all her intimate interest in her characters, 
the drama in her writing arises almost en
tirely out of external causes of conflict, such 
as simple phvsical, romantic or economic op
positions. This lack of complexity leads to a 
certain tenuousness of meaning even when 
she is successful on the technical level. Her 
much-admired short-story, "The Grey 
Stallion", contrasts the vital life of a stud-
stallion with the frustrated existence of a 
young farmer, who feels himself defeated by 
the unexpected coldness of his wife and the 
unprofitableness of his work. At the end 
of the story he identifies himself like this 
with the horse: 

Grey Ganger was more beautiful than he 
had ever been; no longer skittish but imperious, 
his quarters moulded to perfection, the grey 
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.satin of his skin sheening under its saddle us 
he moved. Bill walked across and stood beside 
him rubbing a hand over his shoulder, the an
guish of his dissatisfaction with life breaking. 

"I wish it was me, old man," he groaned, 
"I wish it was me. It's all I'm fit for really.'' 

Within the context of the story the contrast 
is quite effective and valid, to highlight 
young blood's feelings of betrayal. How
ever, to my mind, it indicates no real self-
awarenes, onlv self-pity and a simple self-
projection. There is no irony in Katharine 
Prichard's treatment of this theme—even 
though to suggest that man can or should 
find true fulfilment in being a breedine; 
animal is to overlook an infinite range of 
human potentiality. Yet this is very much 
the ethic of "Working Bullocks". 

On the intellectual level her simplifica
tions are a real deficiency when she incorpor
ates arguments and ideas in her writing. The 
"Goldfields Trilogy", which is an attempt at a 
Marxist interpretation of Goldfields history, 
moves on two separate levels, the sentimen
tal and the dogmatic. Moreover, however 
sincere and appealing her sympathy with the 
underprivileged may appear, she lacks either 
the imasination or the wit to guess that those 
she dislikes are anything more than carica
tures of her dislike of them. Some of her 
descriptions of "society life" are incredibly 
ingenuous. 

Her best writing makes its point through 
its single intensity of effect, when her feel
ing and imagination are fully engaged, either 
in a passage of natural description, which 
she enlivens with dynamic attributes of 
energy and purpose and endows with em-
pathic faculties; or else in a direct portrayal 
of people expressing themselves characteris
tically in action, at work or as part of some 
pervading mood or emotion. By presenting 
her characters in a tableau in this way, she 
is able to objectify them for the reader, to 
give them a distinct existence of their own, 
unobscured by her partial and often unsatis
factory commentaries. Only one of her 
novels, in my opinion, comes anywhere near 
to being maintained consistently on this level. 
This is "Coonardoo". 

In this book the main chain of events is 
simple and meaningful, while Katharine 
Prichard's flair for expressing atmosphere 
and background by a mixture of Impression
ism with definiteness of detail enables her 

to create very convincingly a feeling of the 
rhythm of the hfe of both blacks and whites 
on a remote cattle-station in the Kimberleys. 
Mustering, horse-breaking, even the domestic 
details of station-housekeeping, all these 
have an interesting and integral place in the 
novel. Moreover, a certain simpHfication of 
the aborigines' thoughts and motives is natu
ral, at least to a white mind contemplating 
them, while they are more open to inter
pretation through ritual, strong expressive 
emotion and direct dramatic behaviour. 
Katharine Prichard's usual leading interests 
persist of course. "Coonardoo" is a love-story, 
romantic in conception, idealistic in treat
ment and, in its best parts, ardent and in
tense. It is the story of the relationship 
between a white station-owner, Hugh Watt, 
and the aboriginal woman who had been 
his childhood companion; set in a vast, deso
late country, in which "to live within your
self was to decompose internally. You had 
to keep within the life-flow to survive". Hugh 
denies himself this fulfilment, and so destroys 
both himself and Coonardoo. 

It is ti'ue that her conception of the life 
of the aboriginal appears more a projection 
of some of her own favourite notions than 
an accurate and undistorted account, for a 
heavy emphasis is placed on those aspects 
which we might expect would appeal to her 
imagination. This is the freedom of all crea
tive artists, of course, but in her case we 
must remember that the happy and uncom
plicated savage is more the vision of 
some perhaps over-civilized white person 
than of the Australian aboriginal himself. 
"No wonder the blacks worshipped life-
growth—sex as the life source." 

She certainly tends to express the work
ings of their minds, the thoughts that she 
attributes to them, not in the way that they 
might express them, but in her own vocabu
lary and very much according to her ovvm 
concepts: e.g. "Coonardoo watched and wait
ed, knowing his loneliness, the deep surge of 
his drawing to her." This should be com
pared with the much more even texture of 
the natives' thoughts and motives which plays 
such a large part in Eleanor Dark's "The 
Timeless Land". However, Katharine Pri
chard is undoubtedly successful on her own 
terms in drawing the native woman Coonar
doo from childhood to her final, tragic death. 
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She is portrayed on the ideal image of her 
race rather than individualized; she is "the 
well in the shadow", the "Life-spirit" of her 
people, "had she not some mysterious affinity 
with that ancestral female spirit which was 
responsible for fertility, generation, the 
growth of everything?" "The book closes v^dth 
this account of her when, physically broken 
and degraded by her contact with white 
"civilization", she returns to the home of her 
people to die. Here it is not her particular, 
individual thoughts that matter, for she 
comes to no insight or understanding her
self, merely reviewing the past in her mind. 
What is significant is the description of her 
and of all she is made to represent, dying, 
for the image of the spiritual disintegration 
of her people that it embodies: 

Coonardoo's voice fluttered out; embers of 
the fire were burning low. Crouched over 
them a daze held her. From that dreamy and 
soothy nothingness. Coonardoo started sud
denly. The fire before her had fallen into 
ashes. Blackened sticks lay without a spark. 

She groaned a moment, and lay back. Her 
arms and legs, falling apart, looked like those 
blackened sticks beside the fire. 

As can perhaps be seen from the extracts 
quoted, Katharine Prichard's best writing has 
much of the quality of a tour-de-force, a 
deliberate striving for atmosphere and effect. 
However, the frequent thinness of her sub
ject-matter, the lack of necessary compli
cations as a result of the rather simplified 
characters and themes, as often makes the 
strenuous style she uses seem forced and 
melodramatic. Everything is made to go 
on at a heightened pace, although this some
times leads not only to a lack of stylistic 
contrast, but to inanity. "Coonardoo" is 
not free from many faults of this sort (which 
are worth pointing out because they have 
rarely been mentioned). So, after his mother's 
death, Hugh becomes delirious for several 
days, during which time the blacks see him 
"streaking past their camp-fires at night". 
And, in the quite lengthv description of the 
love-affair between Phyllis and the stockman 
Billy Gale, we get passages of such empty 
rhapsodizing as this: 

Looking up at the stars she found herself 
pinned to the earth bv swarming currents, a 
magnetism which shivered, dancing, acclaiming, 
and overwhelming her. Just a little distance 
away, beside his own fire. Bill had thrown him
self on the ground. It was that she felt through 

the earth, Phyllis knew, the force and tumult of 
him, his every nerve and instinct, wirelessing, 
had fastened and was feeding on her. 

Her use of the Australian setting, her por
trayal of character are, in fact, extremely 
subjective. The rhythms and imagery of her 
prose are not really those of the textures of 
life, not properly sensuous, such as one would 
expect from a writer with her pre-occupa-
tions. It is clear how little they owe to ex
perience. Though vivid and lively, they are 
not alive: they are artificial, "brittle" as M. 
Barnard Eldershaw called them (as a term 
of praise though). They are rather too neat 
and contrived, too pat, just like her depic
tion of nature, which is never unmanageable, 
never so awesowe or so overwhelming that 
the human being becomes meaningless. Her 
slightly sentimental humanitarianism is shy 
of such a possibility. The emphasis on man 
and his background in her books does not 
lead to a realistic exposition of the influence 
of environment upon human life as has been 
claimed for her. The human figure domin
ates, and the environment, as she conceives 
it, is used to mirror his feelings. In "Work
ing Bullocks", for example, a storm is intro
duced solely to provide the occasion for some 
human heroics—Red Burke swims a raging 
flood-river to bring help to a woman in 
labour. 

Dialogue suffers from the same artificial
ity, and is her most obvious weakness. For 
some reason, both authoress and characters 
tend to drop into a style of clipped tele
graphese, like Mr. Jingle in "Pickwick 
Papers". This is too idiosyncratic to be con
vincing, although, when she uses her style 
as a conscious artifice it can be quite brilli
antly expressive, as in her short-story (almost 
a mood-poem) "The Curse". There is no 
inherent reason why a personal, subjective 
expression of her convictions, using the Aus
tralian setting as a poetical extension and 
symbolical background, should not succeed 
—only her own manifold inconsistencies, her 
inability to distinguish between subjective in
tuitions and self-evident truths, sets a flaw 
at the heart of her approach to writing. An 
ilustration of this is her apparent unawareness 
of the exoticism of her romantic mode; for 
both "Working Bullocks" and "Intimate 
Strangers" contain unattached passaees of 
Communist propaganda in the "social-real
ism" vein. That this suggests a slight muddle 
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in her philosophy of life is not at all sur
prising when one considers the two opposing 
sets of values represented by, on the one 
hand, a highly organized, technologically 
oriented, political system, with its collective 
farms and "Peoples Communes", and, on the 
other, by an apotheosis of individual freedom 
and life spent as a noble savage, a mystic 
and worshipper of the earth. The only thing 
common to both is, in Katharine Prichard's 
case, the single-minded and uncompromising 
faith with which she believes in them. 

In a discussion of "the cult of experience" 
in American writing, Philip Rahv says: 

A comparison of European and American 
left-wing writing of the same period will at 
once show that whereas Europeans like Mal-
raux and Silone enter deeply into the meaning 
of political beliefs and ideas, Americans touch 
only superficially upon such matters, as actually 
their interest is fixed almost exclusively upon 
the class war as an experience which, to them 
at least, is new and exciting. 

One cannot imagine, bearing in mind this 
authoress's personal background as well as 
her writings, that her actual knowledge of 
either the primitive life or of the proletariat 
is very extensive and her concept of human 
nature does not attest to her capacity to 
estimate its true possibilities in absentia: 
while her own motives strike one as being a 
great deal more complex than either she 
would guess or than those she attributes to 
her characters. 

With the writings of Katharine Prichard, 
our interest in the kind of life she describes 
has lead us to estimate her representations 
as though she possessed a special empirical 
knowledge of Australian life, perhaps be
cause of a rather naive belief that, since she 
writes about miscegenation, sex, the aborig
inals, physical labour and social injustices, 
she is a "realist" in an unliterary, practical 
sense. In fact, the vision displayed by both 
her strength and deficiencies as a writer is 
that of the extreme individualism of the ro
mantic, the intransigent and the—uncon
scious—egoist. 

The next (summer) issue of "Meanj in" is, we believe, to 
contain a section devoted to t h e work of Katharine Prichard, 
with a short-story by her and a commentary on her writing 
by Jack Lindsav. This is sure to be interesting, by way 
of contrast with, or i l lumination of, the views expressed 
here. 
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The Sailor Home from the Sea 

O cock of the morning 
With a dream in his hand 

My love has come home 
To the wonderful land. 

He bursts through tbe door 
With his eyes like the sun 

And his kitbag crammed full 
Of the treasures he's won. 

There's pearl shell from Broome, 
And a tall Darwin tale 

And coral and clam 
And the jaw of a whale. 

And my kitchen is full 
Of the smell of the sea 

And tbe leaping green fishes 
My love brings to me. 

O tumble your treasures 
From Darwin to Broome 

And fill with your glory 
This straight little room. 

With the sun in the morning 
Ablaze on bis chest, 

My love has come home 
From the North of Nor'West. 

And deep in our bed, 
We'll love and well lie. 

We'll kiss and we'll listen 
To tbe rain in the sky. 

Warm as tbe summer. 
We've hived winter long. 

My love has come home 
Like King Solomon's song. 

DOROTHY HEWETT 
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BOOKS 

Notions of 

Rhyme 

("Selected Poems" by Frederick 
T. Macartney, "Forbears" by 
Elizabeth Riddell, and "South of 
the Equator by Ray Mathew, 
published by Angus & Robertson; 

17/6 each.) 

FOUR YEARS ago Mr. Macart
ney published a book of 
essays, including "An Attitude 

to Literature". In this essay he 
seemed to be quite out of sym
pathy with most modern poetry, 
preferring, he said, the "plain old 
sort of rhyme" to "the new no
tions". I wondered then if he 
lacked a truly sensitive ear for 
the cadences of poetry. This 
volume of verse confirms my sus
picion. One who can rhyme 
"dew" and "knew" with "didjeri-
doo" and "moon" vdth "June" 
can hardly blame us for turning 
back to that essay a little puzzled. 

"In the long run," says Mr. 
Macartney in the preface to this 
volume, "poetry possibly gains 
little from mere change, but more 
from the poet's ability, if he has 
it, to freshen traditional usages 
wth apt . individual resource". 
This theory of verse leads him 
(amongst other things) to a curi
ous freshening of the form of 
"JBawatha": 

Orange-blossoms hide the urchin 
Wearing-silks to go to church in. 

He also wrote in that essay: 
"The fraudulent form of most un-
rhymed free verse is made plain 
by the readiness with which the 

line lengths can be altered with
out altering the effect." His 
"plain old sort of rhyme" does 
not save him from a like fraudu-
lence: 
"But when I rise and stumbling 

go 
Outside, the sunlight deals me 

a sudden blow 
Full in the face. 
All trace 
Of dreaming vanishes . . . " 

Too much of his selection con
sists of rather piffling "Satires in 
Fixed Forms". He has not the 
gift of epigram. It is ironic that 
the poem which comes nearest to 
a real freshness is the loosely con
structed "Bargain Basement". But 
Henry Reed's "Naming of Parts" 
is a more perfect alternation of 
the mundane and the poetic im
age. And I much prefer Betje-
man's more jolly "great big 
mountainous sports girl" to Mac
artney's "Sports Girl" whose ". . . 
love lure was a fatal pool—too 
shallow for the dive". 

In short it seems rather a pity 
to, use a Literary .Fund subsidy 
to issue this volume when there 
are a number of promising young
er poets deserving the stimulation 
of a published collection. 

One of the strengths of Eliza
beth Riddell, another senior poet, 
is the confidence with which she 
tackles themes chosen to fit the 
limits of her talent precisely. She 
has the SuflScient mastery that 
makes poems like "The Letter" 
elegant pleasures for the reader. 
Some have ranged her second to 
Judith Wright amongst the tal
ented group of Australian woman 
poets; but I think that I would 
place Rosemary Dobson some 
way nearer to equality with 
Judith Wright. In fact there are 
hints of both Judith Wright and 
Rosemary Dobson in Miss Rid-
dell's poetry. Oddly enough there 
are also hints of Kenneth Slessor 
in the occasionally more mascu
line image. 

This is, perhaps a measure of 
her talent. One does not find 
in either Judith Wright or Rose
mary Dobson immediate echoes 
of other Austrahan poets. This 
is not to deny that she has her 
own style, evident in her clarity 
of imagery, elegant diction and 
the ability to remain firmly on 
the near side of sentimentality. 
She is never obscure in the way 
that Judith Wright has tended to 
be in her later poetry, largely 
because she has such command 
of her craft that she is not 
tempted to explore humanity fur
ther than her art will reach. This 
is the very reason why she is 
rarely superficial. This is one of 
the best volumes of Australian 
verse in recent years. 

Ray Mathew, although one of 
the younger poets, has previously 
published two books of poetry. I 
had hoped, therefore, to detect a 
clearer sense of direction in his 
third volume. On the one hand 
he can write a simple, direct 
Ijric approaching the tautness of 
Dteivid CaiiipbeH's delightful 
lyrics. On the other hand he 
seems reluctant to relinquish his 
earlier entertainments, written in 
a larrikinish, jocular vernacular, 
which made him rather like an 
Australian e. e. cummings. He is 
also, of course, a promising play
wright. The lack of a sense of 
direction in his poetry may, there
fore, be due to hesitation about 
choosing poetry or drama as the 
major medium of his writing. 
Possibly he could find in drama 
a means of combining his lyric 
gifts with his warm but sceptical 
delight in the vagaries of human
ity. ' Lyrical poetry might prove 
to be a dead end for him, unless 
he can achieve the very difficult 
synthesis of his two styles. His 
development is certain to be in
teresting whichever way he 
chooses. 

DAVID HUTCHISON 
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Kings Park 

and Grays 

"VIOLENT ANCHORAGE" 
Jamieson Brown ^ 
(Jarrolds, 20/-) , 

THIS BOOK is like a map. It 
has a certain interest to the 

people it most nearly concerns. I t 
is quite fun for any man to find 
described in a book things- he 
knows well, but would an Eastrftl^" 
ian derive comfort from knowliig 
that there is a horseshoe bridge 
across^ Perth railway station? The 
characters are obviously drawn 
from life, and the accurate place 
settings are an attempt to auth
enticate the story. Or are they 
another effort to sell W.A. to the 
East? 

The book is an excuse to write 
about ' crayfishing, on the W.A. 
coast. It does this wth a fine 
accuracy, and the descriptions of 
the life are by far the best parts. 
Unfortunately, Mr. Brown found 
it necessary to leave the coast 
and travel to Perth to provide a 
plot, which has nothiiig to do, so 
far as I can see, with the people 
he writes about. Barrett, the 
tough dinkum Aussie, goes maud-
hn over yet another moral prosti
tute, whose house in Roe Street is 
described wtih lovely care. Crigh-
ton, the Pommie, finds a more 
respectable girl, but he is a man 
of strong character and deserts 
her completely for some obscure 
Freudian reason. They all get 
mixed up in opiuni srhuggling, 
and there is plenty of violence to 
add to the sex. We leave on a 
happy note, with Barrett forget
ting his sorrows on a cruise to 
South Africa and Crighton re
producing contentedly in God's 
own country. 

If I appear critical it is because 
I hate Suzie Wong and Moravia. 

If Mr. Brown had linked his plot 
more closely with the crayfish I 
should have found it a very fine 
book indeed. I agree that not 
much happens in a crayfish settle-
meat,, but if the book is to ac
quaint landsmen with the W.A. 
crayfishing industry, brothels and 
beauty could be left to a similar 
stunt on Kalgoorlie. However, this 
is the first novel I know of which 
is concerned with the crays, and 
it would be of great value to any
one wanting to know about the 
life led by the fishermen. 

JOHN MURDOCH. 

Big City 

Folklore 

A FOR ARTEMUS 
. Sutton Woodfield -
(Australasian Book Society) 

THIS IS a novel about Sydney 
. . . racketty, laconic, vital city 

that always seems to me to beat 
with the broad heart of the Aus
trahan industrial worker. 

Not that the characters in "A 
for Artemus" have much affinity 
with the • working class . . . its 
"hero" is the "little man" beloved 
of Western realism, who takes the 
rap and seldom fights back, except 
under his breath. 

In this case he is OUver Gold
fish, the author's mouthpiece, a 
well-meaning, cynical. Quixotic 
and somewhat craven reporter on-
a big Sydney daily. Sutton Wood-: 
field' knows his newspaper world, 
his Australian politics and his Syd
ney, but his Sydney is, by no 
means, the whole of that many-
faced city. 

Here are the great; the news
paper magnates who serve us up 
ottr daily diet of pap and may
hem, the politicians who shape 

Australia a doubtful destiny, pliis' 
a whole bookful of picaresque 
characters, reminiscent of Damon 
Runyon . . . . Winnie the Queen, 
Johnny, who "had one book in 
him" and his "Gloworm", Goldie 
Grey, murdered in a miserable 
little house in Milk Street, Saggy, 
the astrologer, who said it was a 
pity about Ofiver "because he was 
born on the cusp of the planet". 
Bill Savorie and Fondy who had 
c.-,;Tie up the hard way, from 
Mineola Terrace, Redfern, the 
J.P. joint and two-up school, 
Mary the "strenuous virgin" and 
Kronstadt, her mother, impreg
nable behind Nottingham lace 
curtains, columnist Angela Ark-
wright. (Her books "Love's Al
chemy", "Through his Stomach", 
"Bare Boards and Bric-a-brac" are 
best sellers. She's been recom
mended for the Commonwealth 
Prize.) 

Here too are Strips", the news
paper magnate who looks like 
Mickey Mouse, with a belch, a 
stained glass window, and his Ar
chibald Prize portrait behind him; 
Leveret, the Labour leader with 
a charm as warm as honey, a 
craven heart and a symbolic 
stiletto on his desk. 

"It was O. Henry who said that 
not all cities had stories. New 
York and New Orleans fascinated 
him, with a yarn at every turn. 
So did Chicago and 'Frisco. I 
always' feel the same about Syd
ney. Nobody ever writes them. 
What's the use^ when you can buy. 
the syndicated stuff by the yard," 
says Oliver. 

He's wrong of course. They are 
beginning to be written, these 
stories of the great cities clinging 
to the rim of our empty continent.. 
To take these cities and turn them 
into poetic images of Australia 
seems to be the prime task of the 
modem Austrahan writer. 

And "Sutton Woodfield" in "A 
for Artemis" has created a kind 
of folklore of a big Australian 
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city, that could be compared to 
Bill Wannan's "The Australian", 
written about a difl^erent world in 
a different time . . . the bush and 
the men who created it as a le
gend. 

And because this is a book 
about a big city it uses a big city 
idiom, slangy, bawdy, with a cyni
cal twist to its folklore. 

"You can go anywhere in this 
country with a house on the har
bour, a Hollywood swimming 
pool, plenty of liquor, a New Aus
tralian cook and a quick mind." 

"Labor" funerals, poHtical smear 
sheets, the Peoples' Palace, the 
•'Quiz Kids", Randwick . . . he 
gets the feehng of the city where 
time telescopes and the whole of 
its history becomes part of the 
poetic image of the moment . . . 
the ride to Cronulla with "Cook 
dead and Caltex his logical suc
cessor". . . . 

"A for Artemis" is a very funny 
book. It has a rich, chuckling, 
bawdy, usually ironic humour 
about it, but don't let this bhnd 
you to its serious intent. 

Like all good satire it has a 
social content and a social pur
pose, and it is written satirically 
because the author (whoever he 
may be) feels that this is the best 
medium through which to put 
acro,ss certain home truths about 
our society. 

The sting of the home truths, 
their testing against reahty, is the 
measure of the impact of the 
satire. 

Here is where "A for Artemus" 
scores. The figure of the megalo
maniac Leveret cuts close to the 
bone of truth, the Hitler-like an
tics of two of Australia's mighty 
press barons as they fight for their 
egos in a moonht garden at Dar
ling Point, have their flesh and 
blood replicas. 

A : well-known Austrahan jour
nalist who has rubbed shoulders 
with most of Austraha's political 
and press '"greats", told me that 

such a fight actually did take 
place. 

"Funny," he mused. "People 
will say 'A for . Artemis' is exag
gerated, a satire if you hke, but 
the funny thing is it's all gospel 
truth. It happened, it's still hap
pening, but nobody will beheve 
it!" 

This is a story about egos, and 
uur ego-ridden world. It is a 
story about the ego motivation in 
that world, a story about the 
dupes and the dupers. 

And this is its limitation. Not 
completely cynical because its 
pathos and its compassion for the 
duped, its "feel" for the Lttle 
people in a big city, save it from 
cynicism, it produces a picture of 
a world where all human beings 
are reduced to a low common de
nominator. 

Nothing is sacred, and yet 
there are sacred things. The good 
and the well meaning are the 
duped and this too is not always 
so! About three-quarters of the 
way through the book gets tired, 
the satire degenerates into slap
stick and Suzie Suckwind, the 
form Unravels and there has been 
too much dirty linen washed too 
often. 

The folklore of a city rests 
mainly in the toil, the play, the 
imagination of its industiial wor
kers. "A for Artemis" never gets 
any closer to a worker than "Ole 
Bill", the liftman. 

The novel is described on the 
dust-jacket as "modem as the next 
minute". And yet it has a pecu
liar old-fashioned flavour in spite 
of its idiom and its references, a 
brutal 1920 sentimentality that is 
kin to O. Henry and Runyon. Per
haps this is p9rt of its charin, the 
modem novel has buckets of bm-
tahty but never that subtle blend 
of brutality and bitter-sweetness 
that set its flavour on the Roaring 
Twenties. Sutton Woodfield is a 
httle dated . . . his vvorld is not 
our world . . . but it is a world 

with its own sting and its own 
poetry, a world close enough to 
my Sydney to make me feel home
sick. 

And by the way, who the hell 
IS Sutton Woodfield? If he's a 
newspaper man he won't be writ
ing'columns any more. If he's a 
pohtician Leveret will have stuck 
him long ago. 

DOROTHY HEWETT 

Present and 

Past 

"FROM THAT DAY TO THIS" 
Myrtle Rose White 

(Rigby, 22/6) 

"IF GOLDE RUST" 
H. H. Wilson 

"' - (Rigby, 17/6) 

A CRITIC is often quoted on a 
dust-jacket as saying "Having 

started this book I could not put 
it down until I had read it from 
cover to cover." One does not 
experience this phenomenon with 
Mrs. White's latest book, "From 
that day to this", based on her 
I'recollections of the Austrahan 
Outback. In fact, far from de
vouring this book rapidly, it 
would be more correct to say that 
one partakes of it slowly, nibbling 
morsels at whim. But let this be 
no condemnation of it. Being a 
loosely connected series of remin
iscences hung on a central theme 
of a visit to her old homestead of 
Wonnaminta in the backblocks of 
New Soiith Wales, the authoress 
is permitted a certain laxity in 
constmction. 

Mrs. White writes of both the 
past and the present, and the con
stant interminghng of the two 
brings a sense of contrast into the 
story. On the one hand there are 
the old swagmen and prospectors, 
the camel trains with their Ghan 
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drivers, the ghosts of old pioneers 
and scattered bush pubs; on the 
otherhand there are refrigerators, 
the Flying Doctor Services, Radio, 
Weather forecasts, station wagons 
and visiting clergymen. Yet there 
is a sense of unity, of faith of pur-
post. It expresses itself in many 
forms—^in the macabre, the senti
mental, the lonely, the colloquial, 
the terrifying, and the humorous 
—and interwoven with it, even 
causing it, there is the country 
itself, a land of floods and 
droughts, of dry winds and shift
ing sand dunes, a sterile land and 
yet a land capable of arousing 
love, possessing a strange beauty, 
and an attraction which binds its 
offspring to it. 

Under conditions of such hard
ship the authoress could not fail 
to develop her dry humour. She 
tells of fanciful ghost stories, of 
a "vicious virago" of a tractor 
called "Katie Clatrack", of practi
cal jokes, of wild sprees and of a 
country pub whose only liquid 
supplies were health salts. 

Her style is a strange mixture 
of the colloquial and the descrip
tive. She writes in conversational 
cliches like, "the rainstorms seem
ed to surround u.s—bringing our 
hopes to fever pitch and then 
turning tail and departing" and 
"the woodwork was now an atro
cious shade of green that fairly 
shrieked at the blue". Yet sud
denly she will check in fuU stride 
and come out with a passage such 
as— 

"—the lonely huts where you 
have lived most of your life, 
where dust-clouds obscure the 
dry plains for weeks on end, 
where a sparse mulga or two 
stands starkly on the skyline, 
where willy-willies smudge the 
faded blue of midsummer skies 
and the far hills are shrouded 
in heat haze with smoky shad
ows reeling like phantoms of 
perished men across the plain 
in all directions." 

Her writing is puzzfing to one 
approaching it for the first time. 
She is inconsistent, uses phrases 
completely indiscriminately, is un
necessarily stilted at times, and 
has a tendency to overuse adjec
tives of colour in descriptive pass
ages. Nevertheless there is a 
warm intimacy in the book, a for
tunate dearth of self-conscious 
Australianism, and a note of un-
pretentiousness which outweigh 
the lack of polish, the rough 
edges and the formlessness. It 
is not a profound work but its 
earthiness, its sincerity and its 
warm-blooded characters make it, 
to use self-consciously a phrase 
somewhat out of fashion, "full of 
human interest". 

o o « 

As a work of fiction, "If Golde 
Rust" abounds in potential. At 
least one feels that the authoress 
has seized upon material which is 
worth moulding into something of 
quality. 

She uses a well-tried and effec
tive recipe with some interesting 
Australian ingredients. We have 
a coastal town in northern 
Queensland facing the prospect of 
imminent inva.sion in World War 
II; a thorough and largely hostile 
analysis of small town society; a 
heroine, Julia Newton, member 
of the local squattocracy, partici
pant in several violent love affairs, 
facing a conflict between her loy
alty to the land and its tradition 
and her love for Kim Forrester, 
city-bred engineer; finally, we 
have a period of mental and phy
sical hardship from which Julia 
emerges as from a penance, en
abling personal tragedy to be set 
in a true perspective. 

This is the basic frame for the 
novel. In general terms it is 
sound and well-proven, but a 
vague feehng of dissatisfaction 
fingers. The material calls for a 
much larger book. Scenes of 
some importance are brushed 
over. Some characters are not 

sufficiently developed. Ian New
ton, Juha's brother, for example, 
fades out disappointingly. He 
appears as the foil to her passion
ate loyalty for the land. He is in 
conflict with his father because 
of his lack of interest in the pro
perty and his desire to make a 
career as an aeronautical engineer. 
Then, with the coming of war, 
little more is seen of him. 

This is inchoative of many of 
the minor characters—^Percy Stret-
ton, whom she married on the 
rebound; Ray Winzar, the Ameri
can pilot wth whom she had a 
brief affair; Ivan Shenton, the taci
turn invahd soldier cum share-
farmer; Inga the half-caste girl 
whom Juha befriends, and a host 
of others. The characters enter 
the picture, play a subsidiary role 
and then fade out as the story 
progresses. Gradually the novel 
becomes more and more introspec
tive, as Julia herself retires from 
the harsh, semi-bravado, near-
panic, quick-turnover atmosphere 
which, coming as a consequence 
of war and fear, stifles the small 
coastal town. 

The book's greatest merit lies 
in its description and analysis of 
the social strata of the area, es
pecially as it is affected by war
time conditions. The description 
of billeted troops in a morally 
constipated society, of hysteria 
from invasion rumours, of bank 
clerks going away and returning 
as officers, of black-marketeering 
and of courage and cowardice, are 
etchings which are not new but 
still satisfyng. 

Its greatest weakness lies in its 
failure to achieve its full potential. 
One feels that this novel with 
admittedly an oft-used theme, but 
with possibihties of achieving 
some stature, is sacrificed in terms 
of fullness of characterization and 
development of plot, being re
duced to a piece of fiction of 
mediocre appeal. 

MALCOLM TREADGOLD. 
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